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Fathers’ experiences of perinatal loss

Abstract

This thesis is split into three sections comprising a systematic review and thematic synthesis of literature, an empirical study, and a critical appraisal of the thesis overall. The systematic review involved a thematic synthesis of 20 studies investigating experiences of perinatal loss, with the research question focusing the analysis on fathers’ experiences of support following miscarriage, stillbirth, and infant death. The review yielded three themes of this experience: (1) Gendered expectations and experiences of loss, (2) ‘if I talk about it, it upsets her even more’: conflict between supporting and needing support, and (3) Male experiences of support and service provision. The findings from the review are presented as a conceptualisation of the experience, highlighting the cyclical nature of barriers to support for fathers. The empirical study aimed to investigate fathers’ relational experiences of stillbirth through a lens of continuing bonds and the use of objects. Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis was conducted on data from semi-structured interviews with 6 fathers who had experienced stillbirth from 20 weeks of gestation onwards. Analysis revealed five themes: (1) ‘his baby didn’t die the mum’s baby died’: loss and continued bonds in a mother-mediated dynamic, (2) ‘its connected to your baby but it’s not connected to you and your baby together’: objects as manifestations of relational and meaningful memories, (3) ‘their death does not erase their existence’: exerting existence and continued connection to others, (4) ‘to replace the fact that she isn’t physically here’: a continued bond through physical presence, (5) ‘over time the relationship shifts too’: evolving expressions of love and fatherhood. The findings of both papers along with their strengths, limitations and pertinent clinical implications are presented in the critical appraisal along with the authors reflections on the completion of this thesis.
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Abstract

There has been a recent increase in research on fathers’ experiences of perinatal loss indicating the impact of loss on fathers’ wellbeing and experiences of grief. The present systematic review aimed to thematically synthesise findings specific to fathers’ experiences of support following perinatal loss, including miscarriage, stillbirth, and infant death up to age one to inform effective support for bereaved fathers. The 20 studies included covered a range of perinatal loss types and methodologies. Where studies comprised interview data from both mothers and fathers, data for fathers was extracted prior to analysis. Thematic synthesis yielded three themes of fathers’ experiences of support: (1) Gendered expectations and experiences of loss, (2) ‘if I talk about it, it upsets her even more’: conflict between supporting and needing support, and (3) Male experiences of support and service provision. The findings from the review are presented as a conceptualisation of the experience, highlighting the cyclical nature of barriers to support for fathers. Clinical implications of the findings are explored with importance placed on offering regular support for fathers that is maintained despite initial low engagement, supporting a shift in societal expectations for the expression of emotion in fathers, and encouragement for services to take an innovative approach to designing support offerings for fathers that are in line with their support needs.

Keywords: perinatal loss, support, fathers, thematic synthesis
Introduction

Perinatal bereavement is widely defined as death occurring during pregnancy, birth or up to 1 year of life (Nguyen & Wilcox, 2005). Perinatal death can be further defined by type however, definitions are inconsistent, with eight different definitions for “foetal death” in the United States alone (Nguyen & Wilcox, 2005). Infant death is however, consistently defined as death from birth up until 1 year of life (Nguyen & Wilcox, 2005), estimated to account for 40% of all deaths in children under the age of 5 globally (Vogel et al., 2014). Stillbirth has a wide array of definitions which focus on a gestational age as a ‘cut-off’, ranging between 16 and 28 weeks (Nguyen & Wilcox, 2005), with an estimated 2.6 million stillbirths annually worldwide (Vogel et al., 2014). The definition of miscarriage is a loss that occurs any time from conception up until the ‘cut-off’ for stillbirth. Miscarriage is the most common form of perinatal loss with an estimated 23 million miscarriages every year globally (Lancet, 2021).

There is substantial evidence for the impact of perinatal loss on mothers’ wellbeing. Reviews of the literature indicate increased anxiety, depression and negative wellbeing following stillbirth (Campbell-Jackson, & Horsch, 2014) and miscarriage (Farren et al., 2018). Research has also indicated high scores on measures of difficulties coping, despair and grief, with scores for despair increasing in the 3 months following loss (Köneş & Yıldız, 2021). Furthermore, studies investigating the impact of infant death have outlined high scores on measures of anxiety and depression (Goldstein et al., 2018), with scores significantly higher than non-bereaved parents (Wall-Wieler, Roos, & Bolton, 2018). Equivalent research for fathers tends to report a ‘lesser’ psychological impact than that of the mothers, with lower rates of post-traumatic stress, anxiety and depression following perinatal loss of all types (Christiansen, 2017; Farren et al., 2018; Jones et al., 2019).
This group of research is limited however, by its use of mental health outcome measures normed predominantly on women and samples comprising significantly more women than men (Lewis & Azar, 2015). Crucially, research that focusses on measures of grief, has outlined that bereaved fathers experience considerable levels of grief across all loss types, with scores meeting the threshold to be considered a “high level” of grief (Obst et al., 2021). Importantly this suggests that men do experience the psychological impact of perinatal loss, despite this not being captured by mental health measures. It is also important to consider the wealth of qualitative research that indicates the intense emotion and personal difficulty men experience following perinatal loss (Nguyen, Temple-Smith, & Bilardi, 2019). A recent meta-synthesis of such research argued that the effects and experiences of perinatal loss for fathers are equal to that of mothers (Aydin & Kabukcuoğlu, 2020). In this way qualitative research offers a different perspective on the impact of perinatal loss on fathers in a way that quantitative research cannot, by exploring the personal meaning and impact of loss.

Despite the commonality of perinatal loss and the clearly documented psychological impact of this, sensitive and appropriate support is lacking. International research on the provision of perinatal bereavement support is limited and focused on mothers (Shakespeare et al., 2019). Differences in the provision of interventions for bereaved parents were found between professionals in Spain and the United States; for instance, some offered keepsakes and emotional support where others focussed on supporting funeral planning (Steen, 2015), suggesting an inconsistency in care internationally. Consequently, Shakespeare et al. (2020) conducted a study to develop a global consensus from professionals on a set of core principles in delivering effective bereavement care, specifically for stillbirth. This study concluded that reducing stigma, offering emotional support and acknowledging the grief experience of parents were important aspects of good practice. Research on fathers’
satisfaction with support provided is limited, however in thinking about bereavement support broadly men tend to rate the quality of bereavement care significantly lower than women (Office for National Statistics, 2016). Importantly, a recent review of the literature of father’s experiences of loss, found that men frequently report feeling overlooked as grieving fathers within women-centred bereavement care (Obst et al., 2020).

The provision of formal interventions for the psychological impact of perinatal grief has been investigated, with a recent meta-analysis suggesting the effectiveness of a range of group-based, family and individual interventions for anxiety and depression following perinatal loss (Shaohua, & Shorey, 2021). However, only one study in this review included fathers leaving an unclear picture of the usefulness of formal intervention for this group. Importantly, parents’ interactions with healthcare professionals can significantly impact their experience of loss (Gold, 2007, Lang et al, 2011), highlighting that support comprises not only formal intervention, but informal interaction. For fathers, a recent study suggested that a perceived lack of social recognition for their distress compounds their experience of grief (Obst et al., 2020). Consequently, it becomes important to explore fathers’ experiences of support, to evaluate its impact on fathers’ grief and inform effective support for fathers facing perinatal bereavement.

Given the limitations in quantitative research that suggests fathers’ experience lesser distress than mothers, it is important to utilise qualitative methodologies to allow fathers to express their lived experiences of loss and subsequent support. The qualitative research investigating fathers’ experiences of perinatal loss broadly is gaining traction with recent reviews of such literature published (Aydin & Kabukcuoğlu, 2020; Jones et al., 2019; Nguyen, Temple-Smith, & Bilardi., 2019; Obst et al., 2020; Williams et al., 2020). Such reviews often contain findings pertaining to experiences of support, however to date, as far as
the author is aware, there has been no systematic review focused on fathers’ experiences of support following perinatal loss.

Given the incidence of perinatal loss, the psychological impact and experiences of fathers, and lack of research focusing on fathers, it is important to strengthen the evidence base and literature that informs support offered. Systematic reviews and thematic synthesis bring together findings from primary research that answer a particular research question (Thomas & Harden, 2008). The present systematic review aims to synthesise findings from primary research to explore how fathers experience support following perinatal loss. Given the similarities in experience across perinatal loss types, and the wide variance in definitions for different loss types in the literature, “perinatal loss” is defined as the death of a baby at any point from conception up until one year post birth.

Method

Search Strategy

Given the dearth of research explicitly aiming to investigate fathers’ experiences of support following perinatal loss, a broad search strategy was devised to capture papers that may include relevant data. Therefore, the search strategy aimed to yield papers pertaining to fathers’ experiences of perinatal loss broadly, where papers with insufficient data to contribute towards the aims of the review were excluded during the screening process.

Search tools are applied in systematic literature reviews as an organising framework to appraise and select terms determined by the main concepts within the research question (Methley et al., 2014). In the present study, the SPIDER (Sample, Phenomenon of Interest, Design, Evaluation, Research Type) tool was adopted to devise the search strategy given its focus on qualitative or mixed method studies (Cooke, Smith & Booth, 2012). Search terms were devised to represent each of the concepts identified (Appendix B). These free text
search terms were applied in combination with database specific subject headings, in individual searches for each database (CINHAL, PsycINFO, Academic Search Ultimate, Medline Complete). The search strategy was refined through consultation with university librarians, who suggested including databases such as Medline, to capture studies aimed at hospital staff. It was also suggested that key studies containing highly relevant data be identified through an informal web search and located in any results of formal systematic searches to ensure relevant papers were being captured. This process identified papers including the term ‘parent’ in place of father not yielded in the formal search, resulting in their addition to the search strategy.

**Inclusion and Exclusion**

Studies were included in the review if they were peer reviewed indicating a high level of methodological quality. Studies were included if they were empirical studies with qualitative data from fathers who had experienced the death of their baby anytime from conception to the age of 1 that were available in English language. This definition of perinatal loss was used to capture studies on miscarriage, stillbirth and infant loss despite variance in definitions across studies.

For studies that included a sample of fathers who had experienced the death of children either side of this age, studies were included only when data for babies that died below the age of 1 was extractable. Studies were assessed to determine whether they contained sufficient data to contribute to answering the research question. Those studies deemed to contain sufficient data contained 3 or more paragraphs of findings relating to experiences of support with at least two sentences of quotes or specific findings for fathers that were extractable from that of findings on mothers.
Studies comprising interviews with parents who identified as men or fathers but were not the partner or ex-partner of the parent carrying the pregnancy, for instance transexual men carrying pregnancy, were also excluded. This is due to the phenomenon of study being the experiences of fathers, who typically occupy the role of partner to the person carrying the baby.

Search Results

A summary of the screening process following PRISMA guidelines (Moher et al., 2009) is presented in Figure 1. The final search took place in December 2021 and yielded an initial 5198 results with Zotero software used to facilitate the screening process. 351 papers were sought for retrieval following title and abstract screening, however 19 were excluded due to being unavailable in English and 9 were requested through inter library loan but were unavailable for retrieval. There was not enough information in the title and abstracts of these papers to assess eligibility thoroughly. Through the application of inclusion and exclusion criteria 303 papers were excluded, leaving a final set of 20 papers to be included in the review. Reference lists of these 20 papers were screened, however no further relevant papers were yielded.

Quality and Characteristics of Selected Studies

The studies included were conducted in a range of countries, with various aims and methodologies as shown in Table 2. The quality of these studies was assessed using the Critical Appraisal Skills Programme (CASP) tool which is a widely used and recommended tool (Noyes et al., 2018). To quantify the CASP findings a rating scale was adopted that has previously been used in meta-synthesis (Duggleby et al., 2010). A weak score (1) was given where there was little to no evidence of the quality criterion being met, a moderate score (2) was given where there was evidence for the quality criterion, but this was not fully explored,
and a strong score (3) was given where there was clear and elaborate evidence that the quality criterion had been met. A summary of CASP scores for each paper is presented in Appendix C. Such scores allowed the findings of the included studies to be appraised in lieu of the robustness of the research, however scores were not used to exclude studies from this review. Importantly, scores obtained in this way reflect ordinal rankings rather than interval measures of features that can be discerned from reading a publication of a study rather than necessarily being absent in the production of the study. Therefore, in considering the relative contribution that studies made to the analysis, those CASP items that were judged to be most indicative of quality were given particular attention. For instance, findings from two studies (Puddifoot & Johnson, 1997; Samuelsson, Rådestad & Segesten, 2001) were balanced with findings from others since both studies received a weak score for rigour of analysis or data collection

A second researcher rated a sample of the studies using to ensure inter-rater reliability of CASP ratings. Although there was some small variance in the ratings for individual standards in some papers, the overall CASP ratings were the same for each paper between raters.

Analysis

Given the variance in the methodologies of the yielded studies with greater descriptive than phenomenological approaches, findings from the included studies were analysed using Thomas and Harden (2008)’s approach to thematic synthesis. This approach was chosen as an alternative to meta-synthesis, since it was designed to synthesize descriptive findings pertaining to participant experiences and perspectives (Thomas & Harden, 2008).

In line with Thomas and Harden’s (2008) approach, all text included under the results section of each paper was extracted and analysed. For each paper, the data was analysed individually with initial codes created by the researcher to capture the data relevant to the
research question. For instance, “others invalidate pain of loss due to gender”, which captures the finding from Chavez et al. (2019), that fathers conveyed distress when others suggested the loss did not matter because they were a father not a mother. Codes were split into small groups outlining themes of the findings from each paper. An extract of this analysis is presented in Appendix D. This process was repeated for each of the 20 studies individually. Themes across studies were then collated into smaller groups with similarities or relationships between them, resulting in a final set of overall themes. An example of this process for theme two is presented in Appendix E.
Figure 1

PRISMA Flowchart of the Identification and Screening of Studies for the Review.

Identification of studies via databases and registers

Identification

Records identified from*:
- Databases (n = 5198)
- CINHAL (n= 1208)
- PsycInfo (n= 793)
- Academic Search Ultimate (n= 1088)
- Medline (n= 2109)

Records removed before screening:
- Duplicate records removed (n = 1984)
- Records marked as ineligible by automation tools (n = 0)
- Records removed for other reasons (n = 0)

Screening

Records screened (n = 3214)

Records excluded** (n = 2863)

Reports sought for retrieval (n = 351)

Reports not retrieved (n = 28)

Reports assessed for eligibility (n = 323)

Reports excluded:
- Death above age 1 (n = 5)
- Non-empirical (n = 17)
- Not peer-reviewed (n = 30)
- Fathers not interviewed (n = 70)
- Father data not extractable (n = 88)
- Insufficient data on experiences of support (n = 88)
- Reviews of literature (n= 5)

Include

Studies included in review (n = 20)
Reports of included studies (n = 20)
### Table 2

*The Characteristics of the 20 Studies Included in this Systematic Review*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author (Year)</th>
<th>Research question</th>
<th>Methodology</th>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Armstrong (2001)</td>
<td>To explore fathers' experiences of pregnancy after a prior perinatal loss. To explore fathers' experiences of support following neonatal death, including availability and perceived adequacy of support, barriers, and facilitators to support and desired support</td>
<td>Unstructured interviews. Phenomenological analysis.</td>
<td>4 fathers. Range from 12-20 weeks gestation for loss not specified for each participant.</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azeez et al (2021)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Semi-structured interviews. Thematic analysis.</td>
<td>10 fathers. Neonatal death from 30 minutes to 27 days of age.</td>
<td>Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bonnette &amp; Broom (2011)</td>
<td>To explore how fathers engage with their unborn and stillborn child and the legitimacy of male grief</td>
<td></td>
<td>12 fathers. Stillbirth (not defined).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cacciatore, Erlandsson &amp; Radestad (2013)</td>
<td>To evaluate fathers’ experiences of stillbirth and psychosocial care</td>
<td>Online survey. Content analysis.</td>
<td>131 fathers. Stillbirth (defined as 22 weeks gestation onwards).</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study</td>
<td>Objectives</td>
<td>Methodology</td>
<td>Sample Details</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chavez et al (2019)</td>
<td>To understand the lived experience of 31 male participants whose partners had miscarried a child</td>
<td>Analysis of existing online data with passive phenomenological methodology.</td>
<td>31 fathers. Miscarriage (not defined). Unknown. Anonymous online data</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edwards et al (2009)</td>
<td>To document experiences of Māori fathers and their grieving around the SIDS death of their own infant, to investigate the reported perception that this grieving is dysfunctional and to use traditionally accepted Māori forms of grieving as a context against which to consider what these young men report</td>
<td>Interviews. Thematic discourse analysis.</td>
<td>9 fathers. Infant death (not defined). New Zealand (Māori population)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fernández-Sola et al (2020)</td>
<td>To explore describe and understand the impact of perinatal death on parents' social and family life</td>
<td>Interviews. Inductive analysis.</td>
<td>Mothers and 8 fathers. Of the fathers 6 stillbirths, 2 infant deaths at 3 and 6 days. Spain</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To describe the fathers’ perceptions of the preventability of the loss, their closeness to the foetus prenatally and their experiences with significant others during the grieving period and to describe the nature, intensity and duration of the bereavement experience.

Interviews and written questionnaire. Content analysis.

51 fathers. Loss from 28 weeks gestation to end of 'neonatal period' (not defined).

To examine parents' descriptions of the ways family and friends supported them after they had experienced a perinatal loss

Secondary analysis of data pertaining to experiences of support, from two broader phenomenological studies. Analysis guided by Knafl and Webster (1988).

mothers and 9 fathers.

Miscarriage, Stillbirth and Infant death.

United States
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Aim</th>
<th>Methodology</th>
<th>Sample Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>McCreight (2004)</td>
<td>Aims to describe the experiences of men whose partner had experienced pregnancy loss'</td>
<td>Observation of pregnancy loss support groups and in-depth interviews. Content analysis.</td>
<td>14 fathers. 15 stillbirths, 8 miscarriages. (5 men had experienced a mixture of stillbirths, miscarriages and infant deaths). Northern Ireland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller, Temple-Smith &amp; Bilardi (2019)</td>
<td>To address the gap in Australian literature by exploring miscarriage from a male partner perspective and men's needs for additional support'</td>
<td>Semi-structured interviews. 'general inductive approach' to analysis.</td>
<td>10 fathers. Miscarriage (up to 20 weeks gestation). Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murphy (1998)</td>
<td>Aims to add to the understanding of early miscarriage by discussing the experience from a male perspective'</td>
<td>Unstructured interviews.</td>
<td>5 fathers. Early miscarriage (up to 16 weeks gestation). United Kingdom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obst &amp; Due (2019)</td>
<td>To explore Australian men's experiences of both formal and informal supports received following a female partner's pregnancy loss</td>
<td>Semi-structured interviews. Thematic analysis.</td>
<td>8 fathers. 7 stillbirths and 2 miscarriages. Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authors</td>
<td>Research Question</td>
<td>Methodology</td>
<td>Sample Size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Leary, Warland &amp; Parker (2011)</td>
<td>Addresses bereaved parents' perceptions of their parents' (grandparents) reactions to perinatal loss.</td>
<td>Interviews. Thematic analysis.</td>
<td>Mothers and 11 fathers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'Leary &amp; Thorwick (2006)</td>
<td>To present information about the fathers’ perspective during the experience of a pregnancy following perinatal loss.</td>
<td>Interviews.</td>
<td>10 fathers. Loss type unclear.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pabón, Fergusson &amp; Palacios (2019)</td>
<td>To understand and describe the meaning of perinatal death in sample of fathers</td>
<td>Semi-structured interviews.</td>
<td>15 fathers. All stillbirth from 22-38 weeks gestation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puddifoot &amp; Johnson (1997)</td>
<td>To explore phenomenological aspects of miscarriage by reference to the actual experience of a small sample of men during and after their partners' miscarriage.</td>
<td>Semi-structured interviews.</td>
<td>20 fathers. Miscarriage (defined as loss prior to 24 weeks).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuelsson, Rädestad &amp; Segesten (2001)</td>
<td>To describe how fathers experienced losing a child because of intrauterine death.</td>
<td>Interviews.</td>
<td>11 fathers. Stillbirth between weeks 29 and 42 gestation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study</td>
<td>Research Question</td>
<td>Methodology</td>
<td>Participants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wagner et al (2018)</td>
<td>To examine fathers’ lived experience of miscarriage and describes themes essential to that experience</td>
<td>Semi-structured interviews. Descriptive phenomenological analysis.</td>
<td>11 fathers. Miscarriage prior to 24 weeks gestation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Stillbirth (undefined) and Infant death (from 2 days to 7 months old).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Results

Thematic synthesis yielded the following three themes: (1) gendered experiences and expectations of loss and support, (2) conflict between supporting and needing support, (3) male experiences of support and service provision.

Theme 1: Gendered experiences and expectations of loss and support

Present in 14 of the reviewed studies, and representing research on miscarriage, stillbirth and infant death, this theme captures gendered experiences of grief and its influence on seeking and receiving support. Fathers across these studies discussed how their perception of prevailing societal narratives around masculinity resulted in perceived expectations for the expression, or suppression of emotion (Armstrong, 2001; Fernández-Sola et al., 2020; Miller et al., 2019; Puddifoot & Johnson, 1997; Chavez et al., 2019; Wagner et al., 2018). Such expectations for the fathers’ management of emotions were also seen in their descriptions of interactions with family as well as professionals. As one father described: “a female physician met me with the attitude that the loss was not as sorrowful for me as for my wife” (Cacciatore et al., 2013, p. 668). Fathers conveyed a sense that a lack of acknowledgement for their loss impacted how they saw themselves: “There was just no-one there to acknowledge that it happened to me as well. . .one day I saw myself as a dad, the other day I was not a dad anymore” (Miller et al., 2019, p. 6). This lack of acknowledgement left fathers stifled in their expression of grief interrupting opportunities to seek support: “a few times I could have spoken to people about things, but I wasn’t asked so I never said anything” (O’Leary & Thorwick, 2006, p. 81).

In studies investigating miscarriage and infant death specifically, it also seems the lack of support offered to fathers directly, coupled with support aimed towards the mother (Azeez et al., 2021; Edwards et al., 2009; Miller et al., 2019) reinforced this expectation to
fathers: “I thought to myself that they cared more about her, so it looks like I need to cope alone” (Edwards et al., 2009, p. 145). Fathers became reluctant to share their feelings: “I was a little bit closed off as well, but they would more often talk to her about what was going on” (Azeez et al., 2021, p. 4). Across loss types, the fathers seemed to internalise narratives of masculinity, feeling “embarrassed” of their feelings, reluctant to share them for fear of judgement (Chavez et al., 2019; Edwards et al., 2009; McCreight, 2004; Puddifoot & Johnson, 1997). The fathers show clear suppression of their emotions, “I cried a little when I first found out, but sucked it up because men don’t cry, or at least that’s what I was raised to believe” (Chavez et al., 2019, p. 672). In this way the fathers in the studies seemed to experience intense but hidden emotions surrounding the loss of their baby:

You’re always fighting those emotions really, but when you lose your baby, it sort of confuses you, you want to tell some-one how you feel but yet you think ‘I’m a man, I shouldn’t be feeling like this’. (McCreight, 2004, p.342)

The ways in which the fathers in the studies suppressed their emotions and hid emotional expression from others, might suggest to others that these men are unaffected by the loss of their baby. This is expressed by one father who reports: “support is what I definitely need no matter how I act outwardly” (Chavez et al., 2019, p. 670).

This suppression of emotion was ‘broken’ for some fathers in Bonnette and Broom (2011)’s study, where fathers who had experienced stillbirth stated that male friends asking directly how they were coping helped them to recognise and express their own support needs:

He was the first thing to make me aware of, you know, ‘it’s alright for everyone patting Amber on the back and giving her a hug to see how she’s coping but how are you going Patrick? How are you personally going?’ He was the first person to bring it to the attention of maybe I’m struggling a little bit. (Bonette & Broom, 2012, p. 260)
Importantly, there were fathers across studies of all loss types who seemed to value support which facilitated connection with other bereaved fathers (Azeez et al., 2021; O’Leary et al., 2011; Wagner et al., 2018). Group support helped fathers through normalising their experiences: “it’s nice to talk to other dads too, that went through it, and you see their point of view and you know what, I’m not alone” (O’Leary et al., 2011, p. 82). Fathers in this study also seemed to value support from those with similar experiences as this made it easier to communicate their feelings: “to share stuff with people who are coming from the same place, so when that happens you can skip a whole load of jumble, trying to explain about a feeling” (O’Leary et al., 2011, p. 82). In this way some fathers were able to overcome notions of masculinity to share their experiences in group settings.

However, a common finding across studies of all loss types, indicated barriers to group support rooted in masculine ideas of the management of emotion (Miller et al., 2019; Obst & Due, 2019; O’Leary et al., 2011; Wagner et al., 2018). The fathers seemed to find the idea of attending a support group difficult, as this conflicted with a traditional masculine image: “I can’t see a bunch of 300-pound burly men sitting in a room bawling” (O’Leary et al., 2011, p. 82). Another father in this study conveyed what they perceived as a static trait in men that they considered a barrier to formal support: “guys are not the type to let their feelings show, they’re not going to sit there and tell you how they feel, that’s just the way they are” (O’Leary et al., 2011, p. 82). This creates a discomfort with group support:

Seeing people sitting in a circle can be a little bit confronting because it then makes you feel like you’re going to have to stand up and talk to people about something that’s incredibly personal and I don’t know that that’s something that men are particularly good at. (Obst & Due, 2019, p. 3)
For others who did attend group support, the balance between men and women in attendance served as a barrier to continued engagement with this support, “We did try one, (mother) and I together . . . but we actually felt that we were wasting their time because I was the only bloke there” (Miller et al., 2019, p. 15).

Importantly findings in the included studies suggested that male support needs differ from that of mothers, as one father described:

I was just, I almost distracted myself by focussing on some of the medical and technical things that happened, and I think I was affected emotionally, in a more slow and over a longer period of time, so I think it’s the different kind of support. (Azeez et al., 2021, p. 5)

In some studies fathers described alternative forms of support that they felt were aligned to the support needs of fathers specifically including one to one support to mitigate discomfort in sharing feelings in a group (O’Leary et al., 2011). Another father suggested a less formal approach to support to engage fathers:

I think personally the way to reach out to men and make them connect with (support) is to frame the proposition completely differently, and not make it about support… tap into what they’re probably thinking about themselves and that’s about supporting other people and through that you actually support them. (Obst & Due, 2019, p. 4)

In summary this theme presents fathers’ experiences of support following miscarriage, stillbirth and infant death which are characterised by societal expectations of masculinity and men’s management of emotions. This in turn influences fathers’ expectations for managing their grief, often incongruent with support on offer which is aimed at and better attended by mothers. The interactions men experience with family and healthcare professionals, further reinforces this message to fathers, who begin to suppress their emotions
and learn to cope alone. In turn, fathers reported that their support needs may appear hidden to others, and this coupled with low engagement in support offered may add to a societal narrative of fathers experiencing ‘lesser’ emotions than mothers, impacting the level of support offered and again reinforcing a message to fathers that they are less in need of support.

**Theme 2: Conflict between supporting and needing support**

The perceived role of a father to be a supporter to the mother of the baby was a strong finding throughout seven of the included studies with findings from participants experiencing miscarriage, stillbirth, and infant death (Bonette & Broom, 2012; Hughes & Page-Lieberman J, 1989; McCreight, 2004; Murphy, 1998; O’Leary et al., 2011; Puddifoot & Johnson, 1997; Samuelsson et al., 2001). The fathers expressed a need to “be strong” and meet the needs of the mother, (Bonette & Broom, 2012; Hughes & Page-Lieberman, 1989; Murphy, 1998; O’Leary et al., 2011; Samuelsson et al., 2001).

There were mixed findings across studies as to fathers’ perceptions of a hierarchy of distress of the mother and the fathers. In one study of fathers who experienced stillbirth and infant death, fathers seemed to place the mothers support needs as more important than the fathers, “my wife wanted support, I felt the mother needed more support” (Hughes & Page-Lieberman, 1989, p. 549). However, for others the strength of the father-infant relationship and the subsequent equality of distress and support needs was emphasised: “You can’t say it was worse for Melissa because it was in her stomach; it is not. Obviously, the baby was in there but the bond and therefore the loss is just as much” (Bonette & Broom, 2011, p. 255).

Irrespective of any perceived hierarchy of distress, fathers across studies expressed the presence of distress at the loss of their baby (Bonette & Broom, 2012; Hughes & Page-Lieberman J, 1989; McCreight, 2004; Murphy, 1998; O’Leary et al., 2011; Puddifoot &
Johnson, 1997; Samuelsson et al., 2001, p. 127). The fathers seemed to suppress their own distress to maintain a ‘strong’ exterior and support their partners. For instance, one father who had experienced stillbirth stated: “She felt a greater need to talk about it, while I was actually very reticent. Didn’t want to be sad and make her even sadder” (Samuelsson et al., 2001, p. 127). For some fathers, this suppression of emotion was upheld around others and emotion was consequently expressed only at times when fathers were alone: “I was just in tears and just felt like…. It was like while you’ve got people here, like Anna and Zoe and you’ve got to be strong for them and stuff like that, but they were gone and I was here on my own” (Bonette & Broom, 2012, p. 258).

The ‘supporter’ role was also encouraged in fathers, sometimes explicitly by family members: “I had a bit of a weep and mum snapped at me and said that I was being selfish and had to pull myself together before I upset (baby’s mother)” (Puddifoot & Johnson, 1997, p. 839). Some fathers feared for how, as a couple, they would cope if both were expressing intense emotion: “I could lose it for a minute and not feel that I’m going to cause her to lose it even more. I felt like if I was with her and I lost it we would never recover” (Bonette & Broom, 2011, p. 258).

Importantly this perceived role and expectation as a supporter seemed to mask fathers’ own support needs through this suppression of emotion across all loss types (Bonette & Broom, 2012; Hughes & Page-Lieberman J, 1989; McCreaight, 2004; Murphy, 1998; O’Leary & Thorwick, 2006; Puddifoot & Johnson, 1997; Samuelsson et al., 2001). The effort to support their partner for one father who had experienced stillbirth, seemed to suggest to others that he was coping: “you’re having to function for someone else and so because you’re doing the best to function for them, a lot of people are thinking that you are doing okay and they’re missing it” (Bonette & Broom, 2011, p. 259). This suggests a link with theme 1, in that the perceived expectations and manifestation of fathers’ supporting the mother of the
baby, conveys a message to others that fathers are coping well, despite their incongruent internal grief experience.

Theme 3: Male experiences of support and service provision

This theme was contributed to by 19 of the included studies representing experiences of miscarriage, stillbirth and infant death. The theme brings together fathers’ experiences of the initial provision of support as well as perceptions of support received.

The first step in providing support is the recognition and acknowledgement of support need, without this the provision of support may seem unnecessary to the provider. Findings from the reviewed studies portrayed common strong findings that the fathers felt ignored and unacknowledged in their experiences of all loss types, both by professionals and their own social networks (Azeez et al., 2021; Cacciatore et al., 2013; Chavez et al., 2019; McCreight, 2004; Miller et al., 2019; O’Leary et al., 2011; Puddifoot & Johnson, 1997; Samuelsson et al., 2001; Wagner et al., 2018). In one study exploring experiences of miscarriage, this treatment resulted in fathers that feel “the hospital treats me as luggage that the wife brings” (Chavez et al., 2019, p. 670). In studies with samples comprising all loss types, the fathers yearned for acknowledgement through supportive relationships with hospital staff: “If even one of the hospital staff had said, ‘Connor, I’m sorry, you know you’re a dad and you feel pain as well’, it would have helped” (McCreight, 2004, p. 339).

This neglect of fathers support needs can also be seen as a consequence of low male engagement with support offered. One father who had experienced infant death, describes a coffee morning that was cancelled due to poor sign-up:

They had like a fathers’ group… there was supposed to be like a coffee thing that I was going to go to but then they cancelled it because there was only two people that
said yes, and they just like I don’t know, don’t know if it’s a cultural thing or a masculinity thing. (Azeez et al., 2021, p. 5)

It is important to consider that the fathers who were reluctant to engage in this support may well have been experiencing underlying emotions in need of such support but felt unable to access this due to gendered expectations of how they should manage these emotions, as explored in theme one.

Fathers’ support needs were also neglected through a clear channelling of support towards the mothers in studies investigating all loss types (Azeez et al., 2021; Fernández-Sola et al., 2020; Miller et al., 2019; O’Leary et al., 2011; Puddifoot & Johnson, 1997; Samuelsson et al., 2001; Chavez et al., 2019). As one father experiencing stillbirth described: “she was given more attention, when it came to explaining things, when it came to telling things, most of the time it was more towards her… I was invisible to many people, however I was also having a hard time” (Fernández-Sola et al., 2020, p. 7). This is also seen for fathers experiencing miscarriage, with staff conveying the message they care only about the mother: “The hospital. . .they always treat the mum… she’s gone through it… that’s all we care about, you’re just the dad” (Miller et al., 2019, p. 10). Furthermore, for both miscarriage and stillbirth, there was a tendency for others to use the father to find out how the mother is doing (Bonnette & Broom, 2011; Wagner et al., 2018), as one father conveys:

Look, it’s not only Melissa who lost a child, I’ve lost a child as well, I’m not the telephone operator to tell you the news about how Mellissa is doing, ask me how I’m doing I’ve lost my child and I couldn’t do anything for it. (Bonnette & Broom, 2012, p. 260)

Importantly, there were examples of support in which fathers did not feel ignored or ‘less than’ the mothers. For instance, in a study exploring experiences of stillbirth one father
conveyed: “the midwife who had the greatest responsibility for taking care of us saw me as a father and talked just as much with me (as my wife) and about being a father of a son” (Cacciatore et al., 2013, p. 6). Another father in this study valued that “they invited me in as father and also thought about me, they took the time to think only of me” (Cacciatore et al., 2013, p. 4). In this way, professionals seemed to play an important role in opening up avenues of support, whereby attending to fathers’ experiences of loss is perceived as an invitation to be thought about.

This theme also encompasses fathers’ conveyed sense of practical and informational support being valued and appreciated alongside the emotional recognition and validation, a finding present in studies of all loss types (Edwards et al., 2009; Puddifoot & Johnson, 1997; Wagner et al., 2018; White et al., 2008). For instance, one father greatly valued the pastor’s practical support in arranging the funeral: “the most practical help came from our associate pastor who... made the calls around to various funeral homes to find out prices for caskets and cremation” (Wagner et al., 2018, p. 197). In another study, for a father who was incarcerated, prison staff offering practical solutions to facilitate his attending of funeral rituals was also greatly valued: “the wardens were trying to get me out for parole and the I had to go to the tangi, they change my security so I could go” (Edwards et al., 2009, p. 141).

In both cases the practical support is strongly linked to the funeral rituals, and in this way perhaps the practical support was highly valued due to its indirect influence on the fathers’ capacity to attend to this more emotional and meaningful element of grief.

Importantly, where fathers did receive support through interactions with either family, friends, or healthcare staff, many experienced a sense of this support lacking in empathy (Azeez et al., 2021; Cacciatore et al., 2013; Pabón et al., 2019; McCreight, 2004; Miller et al., 2019; Murphy, 1998; Wagner et al., 2018; White et al., 2008). For some fathers experiencing infant death, this was experienced through a lack of direct contact: “all of the support we
were given was basically booklets and things like that with information... but no direct contact” (Azeez et al., 2021, p. 4). For others experiencing miscarriage or stillbirth there was a clear experience by which supporting professionals displayed a seeming lack of emotion or a cold, clinical approach to the fathers (Cacciatore et al., 2013; Miller et al., 2019; Murphy, 1998; Puddifoot & Johnson, 1997). In this way the experience of miscarriage or stillbirth may present with a unique, unempathetic reaction from others. For instance, one father who had experienced stillbirth conveyed: “the reception we got when we were confronted by the delivery and the staff said that he was dead, a physician showing no feelings, who just left us alone in the room” (Cacciatore et al., 2013, p. 5). For other fathers experiencing stillbirth, the delivery of the words was lacking in emotion: “he’s just reading a script... it’s not heartfelt” (White et al., 2008, p. 202). In a study of experiences of miscarriage, fathers expressed value in professionals “actually wanting an answer” when exploring feelings (Wagner et al., 2018, p. 197). In this way the authenticity of support, is of great value to fathers. Indeed, the fathers in studies representing all loss types, who did receive such support conveyed the value of these experiences of warm, human, and emotive contact with professionals and their social networks (Hughes & Page-Lieberman, 1989; McCreight, 2004; O’Leary et al., 2011).

In summary this theme encompasses fathers’ varied experiences with support surrounding a central experience of distress and support needs going unacknowledged either through invalidating interactions with family or staff or through a lack of support offered. The theme also highlights the benefits of practical support as well we authentic, empathic emotional support.

**Discussion**

This systematic review aimed to synthesise the existing literature to investigate how fathers experience support following perinatal loss. Following a systematic search of the literature, 20 studies were included in the review. Thematic synthesis of the findings from
these studies revealed three themes: (1) Gendered expectations and experiences of loss, (2) Conflict between supporting and needing support, (3) Male experiences of support and service provision. The themes will be explored below and presented as a novel, emerging conceptualisation of fathers’ experiences of support following perinatal loss, with clinical implications suggested.

The fathers across the reviewed studies shared a strong sense of an underlying need for support that was shrouded by their experiences of masculinity and their resulting outward presentation. The fathers experienced clear shame that prevented them from expressing their emotions and fear for what others would think of them if they were to express feelings.

These notions of masculinity and their impact on the expression of emotion are well documented in the men’s mental health literature (Harris, Kruger & Scott, 2022; Reeser & Gottzén, 2018; River & Flood, 2021). Factors such as identification with traditional masculinity and feeling emasculated have been found to predict men’s dropout from therapy (Seidler et al., 2021). It has also been theorised that men engage in behaviours that present themselves as strong as a social practice to demonstrate masculinity (Courtenay, 2000). In this way it is possible that the behavioural response to loss of suppressing emotions and supporting the mother is one that displays fathers’ masculinity in a way that showing emotion and seeking support would not. Importantly, there is an evidenced disparity between the rates of men’s experiences of distress compared to their rates of engagement in support services. A recent study found that over 60% in a sample of men reporting symptoms of major depression, had experienced suicidal ideation in the 2 weeks prior but only 8% were currently accessing professional mental health support, with likelihood of help-seeking associated with reluctance to disclose mood-related symptoms (Rice et al., 2020). In considering fatherhood, although progress has been made to acknowledge the vulnerability of men in the perinatal period, men’s experiences of perinatal mental health difficulties are thought to be
underrepresented in the research and are not well detected since assessment methods focus on the experiences of women (Baldoni & Giannotti, 2020).

Research investigating help seeking in men who have experienced perinatal loss is limited, with the context of masculinity a relatively new consideration. In a recent review, it was suggested that fathers’ experiences of societal gendered expectations impacted their expression of emotion in the context of early pregnancy loss (Karali et al., 2021). The findings of the present review contribute to this emerging evidence base through considering this experience of masculinity across perinatal loss broadly, with specific link between masculine ways of managing emotion and accessing support.

Fathers across studies also experienced judgement and rejection of their feelings from family members and staff, who either negatively judged the presence of their emotion or suggested they should control it to support the mother of the baby. Importantly, though some fathers found the role as a supporter to their partner was supportive to them, others found this role to be a barrier to accessing support for themselves. This invalidating response to fathers’ grief experience is important to consider as a reinforcer to fathers’ social practices to display their masculinity (Courtenay, 2000). Furthermore, such experiences can be understood as a ‘disenfranchised grief’, an experience of loss in which a person’s social surroundings perceive the loss as negligible (Sawicka, 2017). In a recent systematic review of fathers’ grief following perinatal loss, authors coined the term ‘double-disenfranchisement’, to reflect fathers’ experiences of the disenfranchisement of a perinatal loss, compounded by a lack of recognition as a father and the subsequent further disenfranchisement this brings (Obst et al., 2020).

Finally, fathers conveyed mixed experiences in the targeting of support, with some experiencing this aimed entirely at the mother, others feeling they were treated equally and
others reflecting on the absence of support entirely. Importantly, where support was aimed at
the mother alone, fathers seemed to perceive this as a message that their support needs were
less important or that they should not be struggling as it is the mother who requires support,
not themselves. Such experiences further compound the ‘double disenfranchisement’ fathers
face (Obst et al., 2020). The fathers in the reviewed studies also conveyed a sense of
difficulty in engaging with more traditional support on offer such as support groups. The
complexity of engaging ‘hard-to-reach’ groups has gained attention in research, with
suggestions that the labelling of a group as ‘hard-to-reach’ negates the complexities in which
this group feels unable to access services (Boag-Munroe & Evangelou, 2012).

In considering fathers’ engagement in perinatal support more broadly there is a need
for services to look inwards and develop staff confidence and competence in understanding
and engaging fathers and adopting innovative approaches to engaging fathers with support
(Tehan & McDonald, 2010). It is important to acknowledge that some fathers across studies
found support groups helpful and valued being able to talk about their feelings and
experiences with others. It is also important to consider the suggestion that inviting fathers to
support others is an indirect way of engaging them in activities that also support their own
wellbeing, without a need to focus on expressing their feelings. It has been recommended in
the mental health literature that male-centred mental health campaigns and approaches to
support may help men seek and engage with support (Seidler et al., 2018).

Furthermore, believing that support can help and knowing how and where to access
help have been found to be strong facilitators for men seeking mental health support (Seidler
et al., 2020). In this way the present review adds an important novel understanding to fathers’
engagement in support following perinatal loss. This includes an understanding that an
unequal provision of support with focus on mothers may give fathers the message they need
to cope alone, reducing their engagement with any father focussed support offered.
Furthermore, it is suggested that indirect approaches to support may assist in engaging fathers, as opposed to offerings such as support groups involving a formal, direct, group-based expression of the fathers’ feelings and experiences.

Considering the three themes of findings outlined in this review, a conceptualisation of fathers’ experiences of support following loss was created indicating a vicious cycle in which fathers’ difficulties with support are reinforced and maintained, as seen in Figure 2. In this cycle, notions of masculinity, an expectation to take on the ‘supporter role’ and an experience of support aimed towards mothers leads to fathers suppressing their grief and emotions resulting in hidden, underlying support needs. Such experiences also seem to influence fathers’ decisions around accessing or engaging with support and as such may lead to low take-up in support offered. From the perspective of service providers, this low take-up can be seen as a lack of interest in the support or a ‘lesser’ need.

In the findings from Azeez et al (2021), this perception of a lesser need resulted in support groups being cancelled. Where services do react in such a way, this fuels the cycle whereby fathers feel their needs go unacknowledged and internalise this as a message that their needs are less important, reinforcing notions of masculinity and further contributing to fathers’ potential non-engagement with support. This action from services also clearly contributes to fathers’ experiences in which support for fathers is not available, with support on offer aimed only towards mothers. As such, the present review adds a novel conceptualisation of fathers’ experiences of support following perinatal loss, in which a cycle of ‘non-engagement’ is maintained and reinforces notions of masculinity and a hierarchy in which mothers needs are better recognised and addressed through support provision.
Figure 2

*Conceptualisation of Findings of the Present Systematic Review Exploring Fathers’ Experiences of Formal and Informal Support Following Perinatal Loss*

- Gendered expectations and experiences of
- Conflict between supporting and needing support
- Male experiences of support and service provision
- Invalidation of grief and reinforced belief of ‘lesser’ support needs
- Suppression of emotions and grief
- Barriers to accessing support means men do not engage/drop-out
- Hidden support needs
- Services withdraw support
Clinical Implications

The findings from this review offer important implications for clinical practice and service provision. There are multiple ‘exits’ to the cycle presented as a conceptualisation of the review findings. Firstly, ensuring services exist that offer regular and formal support to fathers who have experienced perinatal loss in a way that is equitable to the offer existent for mothers. Aiming support at fathers as well as mothers will support a message for fathers that their support needs do exist and are as important as for the mother. Furthermore, professionals should avoid assumptions about fathers’ role within the family and explore these roles with fathers to understand the systemic positioning of them within the family and the possible impact this is having on the father’s ability to attend to his own support needs. Importantly such exploration may indicate that the father requires support to fulfil the role of supporter to his family, should this be something he is looking for.

Finally, a societal shift in expectations for fathers and men more broadly in how to express and manage their emotions is important in challenging the notion that fathers are less effected and have a lesser support need than mothers. This challenging of societal narratives may also serve to mitigate difficulties fathers have in expressing their emotions. For instance, public health campaigns in which men are encouraged to express emotion perhaps with fathers sharing their experiences of perinatal loss, may serve to normalise this experience for men. Importantly, professionals who are in contact with fathers who have experienced perinatal loss have an opportunity to explore fathers’ wellbeing, taking the responsibility away from the father to disclose their difficult feelings given the findings that indicate the multifaceted barriers to this.

The above clinical implications are aimed at reducing the barriers men may face in accessing support following perinatal bereavement. However, it is also important to
acknowledge the importance of services maintaining their offers of support to fathers regardless of levels of engagement and to explore the complexity of non-engagement in place of positioning fathers as a ‘hard-to-reach’ group or a group with lesser support needs. Furthermore, it is important for services to innovate in their approach to engaging fathers with support and in the format of support offered. Traditional offers of support such as support groups or individual therapy may work for some fathers, but the findings of the present review suggest that less direct and more informal avenues of support may engage those fathers for whom expressing feelings in traditional formats is difficult. For instance, football teams have been created (SANDS, 2011) and walking groups organised (Strong Men, n.d), where fathers can connect with other bereaved fathers and talk about their grief only when they feel comfortable to. It would prove useful for services to collaboratively innovate avenues of support with bereaved fathers, to understand and offer support congruent with their needs, rather than relying on existing support incongruent with fathers’ gendered experiences of grief.

Limitations and Further Research

The present review took an approach that synthesised findings pertaining to fathers’ experiences of support, predominantly taken from studies that explored fathers’ experiences of perinatal loss more broadly. Although this approach did allow for an in-depth and meaningful exploration of the experiences of support, the limited existence of literature exploring fathers’ experiences of support specifically is important to consider. It is possible that through focussing on a broader research question, the studies included in this review may have comprised a limited exploration of experiences of support both in the collection of data and questions asked in interviews as well as in the presentation of findings to the reader. Further research should investigate more specifically fathers’ experiences of support both broadly but also with reference to specific methods of supporting fathers, to investigate their
effectiveness. Furthermore, research investigating fathers’ experiences of support where fathers have either disengaged or not engaged to begin with may offer insights into the complexities of this non-engagement, offering developments to the presented conceptualisation of this experience (Figure 2).

Finally, to yield sufficient evidence to address the aim of this review, studies investigating experiences of support across miscarriage, stillbirth and infant death were sought. The inclusion of these three distinct loss types gave strength in the appraisal of similarities and differences across these experiences. Indeed, the findings of the review indicate a high level of commonalities across these experiences. The most notable difference in these experiences is seen in reports of cold and unempathetic responses from healthcare staff and social networks for fathers experiencing miscarriage and stillbirth, but not infant death. This may suggest a unique experience of miscarriage and stillbirth in which the response from others’ is perceived as unauthentic and void of emotion. However, it is important to consider the relative number of studies contributing to these findings with the review, with only two studies investigating infant death specifically. In this way the findings of this review are likely bias towards the experiences of miscarriage and stillbirth and findings on differences between these loss types should be taken with caution.

Variance in definition of loss types across the reviewed studies limited the comparisons made due to a lack of clear distinction. Future principal studies should define loss types clearly and consistently and aim to avoid combining miscarriage, stillbirth and infant death or when doing so should make clear reflections on the nuances of experience across loss types.
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Table B1

*Search Strategy and Search Terms for Each Database (free text search terms and subject headings were used together to search each database individually before combining results across databases)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Search term type</th>
<th>Sample search terms: ‘fathers’</th>
<th>Phenomenon of interest search terms: ‘perinatal loss’</th>
<th>Method of analysis search terms: ‘qualitative’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Free text</td>
<td>Father* OR dad* OR paternal OR male OR men OR man OR &quot;partner*&quot; OR parent* AND (perinatal OR peri-natal OR &quot;peri natal&quot; OR baby OR pregnancy OR neonate OR fetus OR foetus) N3 (loss OR death OR bereave* OR die*)</td>
<td>experience* OR qualitative OR interview* OR perception* OR attitude* OR view* OR perspective*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject headings (CINHAL)</td>
<td>MH &quot;Parents&quot; OR MH &quot;Adolescent Parents&quot; OR MH &quot;Biological Parents&quot; OR MH &quot;Expectant Parents&quot; OR MH &quot;Adolescent Fathers&quot; OR MH &quot;Expectant Fathers&quot; OR MH &quot;Fathers&quot;</td>
<td>MH &quot;Infant Death&quot; OR MH &quot;Sudden Infant Death&quot; OR MH &quot;Perinatal Death&quot;</td>
<td>MH &quot;Phenomenological Research&quot; OR MH &quot;Grounded Theory&quot; OR MH &quot;Naturalistic Inquiry&quot; OR MH &quot;Ethnonursing Research&quot; OR MH &quot;Ethnological Research&quot; OR MH &quot;Ethnographic Research&quot; OR MH &quot;Qualitative Studies&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject headings (Academic Search Ultimate)</td>
<td>DE &quot;MEN&quot; OR DE &quot;PARENTS&quot; OR DE &quot;BIRTHFATHERS&quot; OR DE &quot;EXPECTANT fathers&quot; OR DE &quot;GAY fathers&quot; OR DE &quot;HETEROSEXUAL fathers&quot; OR DE &quot;LGBTQ fathers&quot; OR DE &quot;MENTALLY ill fathers&quot; OR DE &quot;MIDDLE-aged fathers&quot; OR DE &quot;SINGLE fathers&quot; OR DE &quot;STAY-at-home fathers&quot; OR DE &quot;TEENAGE fathers&quot; OR DE &quot;WORKING fathers&quot;) OR (DE &quot;FATHER-child relationship&quot;)</td>
<td>DE &quot;STILLBIRTH&quot; AND DE &quot;FETAL death&quot; OR DE &quot;PERINATAL death&quot; OR DE &quot;MISCARRIAGE&quot; OR DE &quot;THERAPEUTIC abortion&quot;</td>
<td>DE &quot;CONVERSATION analysis&quot; OR DE &quot;FOCUS groups&quot; OR DE &quot;META-synthesis&quot; OR DE &quot;PHENOMENOGRAPHY&quot; OR DE &quot;ETHNOLOGY&quot; OR DE &quot;INTERVIEWING&quot; AND DE &quot;SEMI-structured interviews&quot; OR DE &quot;TELEPHONE interviewing&quot; OR DE &quot;QUALITATIVE research&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject headings</td>
<td>OR (DE &quot;FATHERHOOD&quot;)</td>
<td>MH &quot;Fathers&quot; OR MH &quot;Single Parent&quot; OR MH &quot;Parents&quot;</td>
<td>MH &quot;Perinatal Death&quot; OR MH &quot;Fetal Death&quot; OR MH &quot;Stillbirth&quot; OR MH &quot;Fetal Resorption&quot; OR MH &quot;Embryo Loss&quot; OR MH &quot;Abortion, Septic&quot; OR MH &quot;Abortion, Missed&quot; OR MH &quot;Abortion, Incomplete&quot; OR MH &quot;Abortion, Spontaneous&quot; OR MH &quot;Infant Death&quot; OR MH &quot;Sudden Infant Death&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Medline Complete)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SYSTEMATIC LITERATURE REVIEW
## Appendix C

Critical Appraisal Skills Programme (CASP) Ratings Per Item for Each of the Included Studies (Noyes et al., 2018)

Table C1

*Table Displaying CASP Ratings for Each of the Included Studies*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Armstrong (2001)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>19/24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azeez et al (2021)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>23/24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bonnette &amp; Broom (2011)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>21/24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cacciatore, Erlandsson &amp; Radestad (2013)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>19/24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chavez et al (2019)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>20/24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study</td>
<td>Study Year</td>
<td>Year of Study</td>
<td>Study Type</td>
<td>Year of Study</td>
<td>Study Title</td>
<td>Score</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Appendix D

### Extract of Thematic Synthesis of Azeez et al (2021)

#### Table D1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme title</th>
<th>Codes</th>
<th>Participant quotes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fathers feel overlooked in support</td>
<td>• Received pamphlets on support- only 1 received father-specific information</td>
<td>“were included and basically put at the same level” (him and his wife)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Hospital review meeting focussed on mums</td>
<td>‘’there was a review session with the hospital as well, there was a definite focus on [my wife] rather than myself as the dad… that may have also been because I was a little bit closed off as well, but they would more often talk to her about what was going on and uh sort of like what feelings were happening for her rather than specifically approaching me about them’’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>surrounding perinatal loss</td>
<td>• Support focussed on mums</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Focus on mother extended from physical to emotional support</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Mothers, not fathers, specifically asked about feelings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Inadequate info on male-specific support</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• For one dad- mum and dad put ‘’at the same level’’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Fathers being overlooked</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• No facilities to accommodate dads at hospital</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Clear focus on the mother</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
• Dad not offered a place to sleep in hospital

Gendered experiences
• Manage fear of emotion expression by focussing on practical tasks
• Support where don’t have to worry about getting upset
• Non-engage in support group for fear of expressing emotions
• Challenging to balance supporting partner and own support needs
• Fathers ‘closed off’ impacting support offered
• Lack of male engagement limits subsequent service provision
• Masculinity impacting engagement when offered= stuff then not offered because of low take up
• Need for support to express emotions ‘‘otherwise it can overtake’’
• Masculinity preventing seeking help
• Formal support more likely to engage if accessed previously

“I was a little bit closed off as well, but they would more often talk to her about what was going on’

“I didn’t go, I think there’s probably two parts to it, one I was you I know, it was a lot to deal with and that was just another thing I didn’t want to have to deal with, but there also is a lot of fear in that too, I’m going to have to go in there and address everything that I’m feeling, I’m better off just staying focussed on the task at hand’’

“they had like a fathers group thing but the take up on that, like there was supposed to be like a coffee thing that I was going to go to but then they cancelled it because there was only two people that said yes, and they just like I don’t know, don’t know if it’s a cultural thing or a masculinity thing that you know…’’
Experience of grief impacted by gender: differing support needs and a need for gender-specific support?

- ‘Different kind of support’ needed for mums and dads
- Need for other dads in group to normalise feelings
- Hard when only dad in group ‘because dads have different connections’
- Desire to connect with another dad to make sense of experience
- Want support distinguishable from mothers support
- Desire for male specific support

“it affected my wife straight away and it’s obviously because she had that physical connection with him um being in her and going through the birth whereas I was just, I almost distracted myself by focussing on some of the medical and technical things that happened and I think I was affected emotionally, in a more slow and over a longer period of time, so I think it’s the different kind of support.”

“when you’re the only dad and it’s full of you know eight or nine mums it’s hard because mum and dads have different connections”
# Appendix E

Example Process of How Each Study Contributed to Final Review Theme 2

## Table E1

*Table Displaying How Each Study Contributed to Final Review Theme 2, Including Initial Coding and Participant Quotes*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme title</th>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Codes</th>
<th>Participant quotes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘if I talk about it, it upsets her even more’: conflict between supporting and needing support</td>
<td>Hughes &amp; Page-Lieberman (1989)</td>
<td>Suppression of fathers feelings and perceived hierarchy of support needs</td>
<td>‘my wife wanted support, I felt the mother needed more support’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>McCreight, 2004</td>
<td>Being the supporter experienced as barrier to seeking support</td>
<td>‘I had to let her cry on me and then I would get into the car and drive up into the hills and cry to myself.’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>‘it took me a while to talk to Jane [partner] about losing the baby because I didn’t think I could be seen to be breaking’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
down crying in front of her, I mean I had to be
strong for her’

Murphy (1998)  Being strong for partner means
no need to grieve or share my feelings

‘I always had to be strong, so I always put my fear
to the back of my mind’

O’Leary & Thorwick, (2006)  Fathers as ‘supporters’: barrier to sharing feelings

‘I don’t know what to do sometimes, I don’t tell her
how I feel, every morning at 4am I’m awake, I
don’t tell her that I’ve been up, feel as though I
can’t, I try to support her, if I let her know that I’m worried then she’ll think ‘what are you talking
about’

Puddifoot & Johnson (1997)  ‘if I talk about it, it upsets her even more’: seeking support
seen as harming mother

‘mum said I should keep telling her I love her and
stuff to make her feel better, I do all that, but no,
and if you talk it will upset her more so its best just
to forget it’
Samuelsson, Rådestad & Segesten (2001) ‘didn’t want to be sad and make her sadder’: a gendered view of emotion ‘we both wanted to protect each other and be careful not to hurt one another. She felt a greater need to talk about it, while I was actually very reticent. Didn’t want to be sad and make her even sadder’

Bonnette & Broom (2011) • Being away from the mother allows expression of emotion • Crying in front of mother, would lose it and never recover ‘I think it was because she [wife] wasn’t there and I could lose it for a minute and not feel that I’m going to cause her to lose it even more. I felt like if I was with her and I lost it we would never recover.

‘I had a bit of a weep and mum snapped at me and said that I was being selfish and had to pull myself together before I upset (susan- baby’s mother)’

‘So anyway I came home and I was mega-low, because Zoe wasn’t here; Anna was not doing well, she was in hospital; mum and dad weren’t here and...’
• Being strong for others by hiding feelings until alone

I was just in tears and just felt like…. It was like while you’ve got people here, like Anna and Zoe and you’ve got to be strong for them and stuff like that, but they were gone and I was here on my own …’
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Abstract

This study aimed to investigate fathers’ lived experiences of stillbirth through the lens of continuing bonds, and use of objects. Semi-structured interviews were conducted with six fathers, who had experienced stillbirth from 20 weeks gestation. Interpretative phenomenological analysis of interview data revealed five themes: (1) loss and continued bonds in a mother-mediated dynamic, (2) objects as manifestations of relational and meaningful memories, (3) exerting existence and continued connection to others, (4) continued bond through physical presence, (5) evolving expressions of love and fatherhood.

Findings highlight importance of involving fathers in making memories with their stillborn children and the creation of personal meaning linked to objects offered following stillbirth. The study emphasises the importance of validating and acknowledging fathers’ experiences of the loss of their children, moving away from consideration of these men merely as partners of the mother who lost her own baby.

*Keywords*: Continuing bonds, fathers, interpretative phenomenological analysis, objects, stillbirth.
Introduction

Globally a baby is stillborn every 16 seconds (United Nations Inter-Agency Group for Child Mortality Estimation, 2020), leaving millions of parents facing perinatal bereavement. Definitions of stillbirth vary internationally and tend to arise from survival rates for birth at different weights or stages of gestation, ranging from 20 to 28 weeks (Da Silva et al, 2016; Fairbairn, 2018; World Health Organization, 2020). In response to medical advancements many now campaign for updated legal definitions of stillbirth to reflect the viability of babies lost as early as 20 weeks (Fairbairn, 2018).

There is a wealth of quantitative research into the psychological outcomes of stillbirth for mothers, which tend to investigate its impact on mental health symptomology. This research indicates that bereaved mothers experience increased anxiety following stillbirth (Campbell-Jackson & Horsch, 2014), with higher rates for mothers bereaved in the last half of pregnancy up to a month post birth, compared to mothers following a ‘live birth’ (Gold et al., 2014). The research also suggests bereaved mothers experience higher rates of depression (Campbell-Jackson & Horsch, 2014; Klier et al., 2002; Wall-Wieler et al., 2018) and post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) (Dubenetzky, 2017; Gravensteen et al., 2013). A recent systematic review of research on the psychological outcomes of stillbirth on parents, found that bereaved parents were significantly more likely to experience depression, anxiety and PTSD compared to parents following a live birth (Westby et al., 2021). This review however included only two studies with samples including fathers, limiting the review’s implications for this population. There is a relative lack of research investigating psychological outcomes for fathers. However, research quantitatively investigating this in samples of mothers and fathers together offer comparisons of psychological impact between the two groups. Much of this research suggests that fathers experience these difficulties to a lesser extent, with lower rates of anxiety (Farren et al., 2018; Jones et al., 2019), depression (Lewis & Azar, 2015),
PTSD (Christiansen, 2017) as well as lower scores on measures of psychological impact for specific loss types such as miscarriage (Huffman et al., 2015).

Importantly, a systematic review of literature on men’s health and wellbeing following pregnancy loss, suggested that although psychological outcomes seemed less intense and enduring compared to mothers, men were more likely to engage in increased alcohol and drug use (Due et al., 2017). This finding highlights an important critique of the quantitative literature previously explored; that the outcome measures used are perhaps more sensitive to the occurrence of psychological distress in women than men. Indeed, the hospital anxiety and depression scale is heavily used in the cited literature (Farren et al., 2018; Klier et al., 2002; Lewis & Azar, 2015), yet this does not measure substance use (Zigmond & Snaith, 1983) and has been suggested to have “questionable” validity in the male population (Nortvedt et al., 2006). More recently, a study found that fathers’ scores on perinatal grief measures were indicative of a high degree of grief, following loss at any stage of gestation or birth (Obst et al., 2021). This suggests that men do not ‘suffer less’, rather their distress is not captured by the mental health outcome measures utilised in this research. It is also vital to highlight qualitative findings which outline a discrepancy, with quantitative findings indicating lesser distress, and fathers’ reports evidencing highly emotive experiences of loss (Klier et al., 2002). Fathers report ‘holding it together’ to support their partner (Jones et al., 2019) and intense feelings of guilt, sadness, and emptiness (Aydin, & Kabukcuoğlu, 2021).

Qualitative research can offer insight to the experience of perinatal loss in a way that provides evidence for or challenges dominant theories of grief and bereavement. For instance, through exploring the experiences of parents, Rando (1995) made it clear that presentations of grief that were considered pathological, such as a continued emotional connection with the deceased, were in fact highly typical for bereaved parents. This experience was first coined as ‘continuing bonds’ by Klass, Silverman and Nickman (1996) and conceptualized the
experience parents reported of an ongoing relationship with their deceased child.

Contemporary bereavement theory has continued to explore this idea, and continued bonds with the deceased has been increasingly recognised as central to the grief experience (Klass & Steffen, 2018). Although continued bonds theory is gaining recognition, empirical evidence to support their benefit is limited; for some the continued bond represents coping with bereavement but for others it may represent ongoing difficult grief reactions (Stroebe & Schut, 2005).

There is an abundance of qualitative evidence to support the theory of continuing bonds in mothers following perinatal loss (Field et al., 2013; Hunt, 2020; Jones, 2020; Yamazaki, 2010). These findings offer further challenge to historical theories of bereavement that suggest “grief work” as a requirement for adapting to a loss (Bowlby & Parkes, 1970) with importance placed on accepting the reality of the death, detaching from the deceased and reorganizing relationships with the living (Stroebe et al., 2017a). Contributing to the literature on continuing bonds in mothers is evidence for the use of objects, such as soft toys, in facilitating these continued bonds. Mothers have reported talking to their baby and interacting with objects such as footprints or photographs to feel close to their child (Yamazaki, 2010). These interactions have been conceptualized as an externalized continuing bond, where internalized continuing bond expressions involve an inner sense of closeness, as described by one mother as her child always being within her (Testoni et al., 2020). Contemporary research has also begun to consider objects collected in a grief context as transitional, with this explicit link to theory absent in previous research (Wakenshaw, 2020). Transitional objects have long been considered in children, where the attachments formed with inanimate objects facilitate a transition away from the mother (Winnicott, 1953). The use of transitional objects in bereaved parents is common and is suggested to be beneficial in coping following the loss of a child (Goldstein et al., 2020). These objects seem to facilitate the physical and
emotional aspects of parenting that are missing following perinatal loss (LeDuff, 2017), and as such may be a manifestation of two opposing concepts: a continued relationship with the baby and a transition away from them.

Though there is emerging evidence of continued bonds and use of objects in mothers, studies investigating the use of objects and continued bonds in fathers are absent. In the research that does exist, fathers report bathing, holding, and talking to their baby at the time of stillbirth and talking to and about their baby long after the loss (Bonnette & Broom, 2011). This presents some evidence for the existence of continued bonds in this group, however the use of objects was not explored. The use of objects was suggested to be beneficial for mothers and fathers in a recent review of literature on the use of transitional objects in parents experiencing perinatal bereavement (LeDuff et al., 2017). However, the balance in representation of mothers and fathers in the included studies is unclear as is the mechanism behind the effectiveness of the objects.

Despite quantitative findings that position fathers as ‘suffering less’, perinatal loss has a clear and substantial impact on fathers. The disparity in representation between mothers and fathers in perinatal bereavement research serves to further bias the group of research to the needs and expressions of grief for mothers. Though research has suggested expressions of continuing bonds and use of objects in fathers separately, research specifically investigating both phenomena is lacking. Furthermore, qualitative research investigating the mechanisms in which continued bonds and objects facilitate grief is sparse.

The aim of this study was therefore to qualitatively investigate fathers’ lived experiences of stillbirth, through a lens of continuing bonds and use of objects.
Method

Design

Given the personal and variable experience of stillbirth, it was important for the study design to identify themes reflecting the sample collectively and the varied experiences of each individual participant. Thus, Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (IPA) was applied to data from semi-structured interviews. IPA is built upon idiographic phenomenology and hermeneutics; that is the exploration and interpretation of individual experience (Eatough & Smith, 2017). IPA involves in-depth exploration of how each participant makes sense of a given phenomenon (Smith, Flowers & Larkin, 2009) and strikes a balance between individual meaning making and similarities of experience across a group with a shared experience (Smith, 2004). IPA in this study will therefore give broad themes of fathers’ experiences whilst identifying nuances of this between participants.

Sampling and Participants

Participants were recruited following advertisement of the study through the professional social media accounts of the principal researcher and a set of perinatal loss charities that agreed to support recruitment. Organisations that support fathers were also contacted to request advertisement of the study within their online support groups.

Given the idiographic analyses of personal experience and inference of similarities across participants within IPA, a homogenous sample is important (Noon, 2018). For this reason, inclusion criteria specified participants must be fathers, aged 18 and above, who had experienced stillbirth from 20 weeks of gestation onwards, in the 10 years prior to interview. Fathers must also have identified as having interacted with meaningful objects, throughout this experience. In the present study stillbirth is defined as death after 20 weeks gestation in response to campaigns to update the definition from the current 24 weeks gestation in the United Kingdom, due to viability at this stage (Fairbairn, 2018). The cause of stillbirth was
not specified, allowing participants who experienced termination for foetal abnormality. The decision to include these participants was due to a shared experience of 20 weeks gestation and the birth of a deceased baby, despite variance in cause of death. Given that the psychological impact of perinatal loss seems to reduce from 6 months post-loss (Klier et al., 2002; Lewis & Azar, 2015), fathers who had experienced stillbirth in the 6 months prior to interview were excluded.

Six participants were recruited and interviewed. Five were aged between 36-45 and one participant was aged between 46-55. All participants identified as White British. The sample obtained was homogenous in terms of participants having experienced the stillbirth of their child however, each participant’s personal circumstances and story of stillbirth differed as shown in Table 1.

**Data Collection**

Participants completed an initial online survey to record their consent to take part and to provide anonymous demographic information. Interviews were conducted via Microsoft teams due to the coronavirus pandemic and consequent restrictions on face-to-face contact. The principal researcher devised an interview schedule by creating a set of questions aimed at exploring fathers’ experiences of topics relevant to the research question (Appendix B). Guidance on creating an interview schedule in an IPA study was applied (Smith et al., 2009) and consultation on the interview schedule was sought from an academic researcher with experience in qualitative research and a clinical psychologist who is the patron of a perinatal loss charity. Follow-up questions not included in the schedule were asked where appropriate to obtain sufficient data to answer the research question. Interviews were recorded and transcribed verbatim.
### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pseudonym</th>
<th>Experience of stillbirth</th>
<th>Other contextual information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nick</td>
<td>Nick lost his daughter at 37 weeks and 6 days in 2016.</td>
<td>Prior to the stillbirth, Nick had a son who is now aged 9 and has since had another daughter. Nick and his partner had not experienced any prior perinatal losses. Nick has been involved in fundraising for perinatal loss charities and supporting other bereaved fathers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phil</td>
<td>At 37 weeks Phil’s partner felt that there was something wrong and they unfortunately lost their daughter who was delivered a couple of days later in 2014.</td>
<td>Phil has 5 children, including a son born the week we met for the interview, a son born shortly after the loss of his daughter and two sons who were aged 6 and 4 at the time of the stillbirth.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lars</td>
<td>Lars and his wife were pregnant with a son who at 20 weeks was diagnosed with a heart condition that would make chances of survival very slim and quality of life poor should he survive. Lars and his wife made the difficult decision to terminate, and their son was stillborn at 22 weeks in 2020.</td>
<td>Prior to the stillbirth Lars had a son who is now aged 4. Lars and his wife also experienced multiple miscarriages including one at 11 weeks which involved significant hemorrhaging. This meant that they had a harmony test early on with the son they lost very early in the pregnancy which allowed them to know the gender much earlier than usual. At the time of the interview Lars and his wife were expecting another baby.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
John and his then wife noticed reduced movement in the 37th week of pregnancy. Following this they attended a reassurance scan and were informed that a heartbeat could no longer be found. Their daughter was stillborn a few days later in 2014. Prior to the stillbirth, John had 4 children and had a further child following the loss of his daughter. John and his then wife had experienced a prior miscarriage and his wife an ectopic pregnancy before they met. John and his wife went for multiple reassurance scans throughout the pregnancy.

Steve and his partner were expecting their first child together in 2013. An induction had been planned for a Friday at 38 weeks and the Wednesday prior to this Steve’s partner was attending a routine appointment when he received a phone call from her to ask him to come home because their son was ‘gone’. Their son was delivered stillborn on the planned induction date. Steve has had 2 daughters following the loss of his son. In response to his experience of stillbirth, Steve became involved in charity then paid work in the field of perinatal loss.

Michael and his wife found out they were pregnant with twin sons at 8 weeks gestation. Unfortunately, Michael’s sons were diagnosed with twin-to-twin transfusion syndrome and were stillborn at 8 months in 2011. Michael and his wife found conceiving difficult prior to finding out they were pregnant with twins after 2 years of trying. Michael and his wife had 4 children following the loss of his sons and also experienced miscarriage. Michael has found it helpful to write about his experiences through a blog and also volunteers as a befriender for other bereaved parents.
Analysis

While there are a wide variety of authoritative texts that describe the tenets of IPA (Smith & Osborn, 2008; Shinebourne, 2011; Smith et al., 2009), as well as descriptions of how to conduct IPA (Murray & Wilde, 2020; Pietkiewicz & Smith, 2012; Smith et al., 2009), there is not one universally adopted approach. In the present study, to offer a fully auditable analysis with high adherence to the principles of IPA, the guidelines outlined by Murray and Wilde (2020) were adopted.

In a process by which each transcript was analysed individually, initial codes were created to summarise data pertinent to the research question without excluding meaning through simplification. Subsequently, codes were separated into small groups representing similarities of experience across the transcript. An example of this process is shown in Appendix C.

Thereafter, an interpretative summary was written for each group of codes that sufficiently described data through a coherent narrative. Each interpretative summary was given a title which became a theme of the data.

For the aforementioned stages of analysis, a subset of the data was analysed by the research supervisor to ensure inter-rater reliability and quality appraise the analysis. This process resulted in a reappraisal of themes with a stronger focus on the research question.

Following the analysis of each individual transcript, the researcher ‘bracketed’ any emerging themes to maintain ideography and avoid prior analysis creating bias in the analysis of further transcripts (Smith, Flowers & Larkin, 2009).

Finally, themes yielded across all participants were split into smaller groups of themes with similarities or relationships between them. New titles were then assigned to each group
which became a final theme of the data. Appendix D displays contributing participant themes for each of the final themes of analysis.

**Ethical Issues**

Full ethical approval for the study was obtained from the University Faculty of Health and Medicine Research Ethics Committee. To manage the potential distress of participants, warnings of this distress were given during recruitment and support was offered during and after the interview. Participants were informed that pseudonyms would be used, however participants in bereavement research have been found to request the use of their own or the deceased’s name in the research, citing reasons of challenging stigma or memorializing the deceased (Scarth, 2016). For this reason, should a participant request it, they will have the opportunity to read the final set of results before giving informed consent for their chosen name to be used. All other identifying information was removed. Files containing identifiable information were stored securely.

**Results**

**Theme 1: “His Baby Didn’t Die the Mum’s Baby Died”: Loss and Continued Bonds in a Mother-Mediated Dynamic**

Most of the fathers expressed a sense of a father-infant relationship, mediated by, or viewed through a maternal lens. This experience was apparent in fathers’ reports of pregnancy being physically owned by the mother with family members, friends and professionals focussing on the mother-infant relationship, neglecting the presence of a relationship between the father and his baby during pregnancy, following through to the birth experience and beyond.
The fathers recounted a pregnancy in which their father-infant relationship was emotional, or “theoretical”, in contrast to the physical and embodied mother-infant connection. As Steve reflected, “it’s a weird one for dads isn’t it because you don’t have the same physical connection as the mums do so I think the bond isn’t quite the same”.

Steve also reflected on seminal moments in the building of a relationship with his baby prenatally that though powerful, were mediated through a physical connection with the mother: “putting your hands on your partners stomach and feeling a kick, but even then that’s tangentially that’s through somebody else”. In this way, as Phil reflected, the first physical connection between father and infant, becomes a pivotal moment: “the memories were built once I held her. For me that’s where that that's where it became real”.

The fathers recounted their experiences in the hospital at the time of stillbirth, where staff offered them the opportunity to spend time with their babies. This offer was one that for some fathers, came with complication compounded by consideration of the mother’s emotional needs. As conveyed by John: “trying to have that time with [baby], knowing that. That's not helping [mother] right now, ’cause of you know just how she was feeling”. John expressed conflict between supporting his wife and building a relationship with his daughter, “knowing that you can't do either properly”. For John this meant that he could not dress his baby: “shortly after she’d taken [baby] away I ended up sort of running around the hospital trying to find her to say, look can I, can I dress her, but they’d already done it”.

Fathers tended to place more importance on the mother-infant relationship. For Lars, there was some conflict over whether this represented “denying” himself:

I did hold him a few times and things, but I didn’t want to deprive her of time with him… I’m very much aware of whatever I was feeling you could probably times it by
a thousand and she would be feeling more, which might have been denying myself, I don’t know.

In the time following their loss, most fathers conveyed a sense that their relationship with their baby and their level of distress and grief was subjugated to the experience of the mother. Steve reflected:

There’s that sense of when your baby dies, the mum is the one that grieves and the dad’s role is to look after the mum and nobody allows the dad to grieve, because that’s not his job, his baby didn’t die the mum’s baby died.

This societal subjugation of the father-infant relationship in the context of grief serves to reinforce the conflict seen between fathers meeting their own relational needs in a mother-mediated dynamic. In this way, perhaps as fathers respond to this societal view and ‘deny’ themselves, family members and professionals see an outward display of a ‘lesser’ father-infant relationship, despite clear internal desires from the fathers in the study to deepen their connection with their baby.

**Theme 2: “It’s Connected to Your Baby but it’s Not Connected to You and Your Baby Together”: Objects as Manifestations of Relational and Meaningful Memories**

All fathers in this study recounted experiences of a connection between objects and the father-infant relationship either through an imagined future or lived memories.

Several fathers commented on an imagined future relationship, for instance Steve reflected: “you draw back on the things that you did in anticipation of the relationship you were going to have”. Steve described buying items such as a giant teddy bear, “in anticipation of plonking your child between the legs of this bear and cuddling up and reading a story”. Similarly, Nick created a rug for his daughter during the pregnancy and reflected on this
object’s connection to imagined memories: “when I was making it… I’d planned it all out… I’d already envisaged her being on it, taking photos of her on it, her physically being on it.”

For some an exchange between father and infant was important. For Lars, this was represented in a keyring where part remained with him and part was placed with his son for cremation, “the actual heart itself they put in his hand and kept that with him while he was cremated so it could well be intact in his ashes”. Others reflected on the deeply personal meaning of their collection of objects. Phil conveyed this with his memory box of poems and letters from his children to their stillborn sibling: “if I was to show them to someone else… it means nothing to them, but to me, my wife and kids, aye it means everything”.

The fathers in the study conveyed the sense that this connection between objects and memories holds particular importance in the context of stillbirth, as Phil reflected:

Stillbirth is the hardest thing to take, because you have to build your own memories, likes of if someone passes away, someone who's close to you, … you can think about them, things you've done with them, and you have them memories.

Subsequently, forging memories of father-infant interactions becomes significant. For some fathers involved in creating hand and footprints, such objects represented this shared experience, as Michael conveys: “We've got photos and handprints and 'cause those are the stories that we shared”. Nick recounted not knowing when his daughter’s footprints were taken, “so when I see them, I love them… but it doesn’t give me a memory ‘cause I wasn’t there when they were being done”. Similarly, Steve reflected “I don’t have the experience of doing (baby’s) hand and footprints, I have his hand and footprints”. Steve conveys the impact of this lack of involvement where objects become void of meaning: “you just got home with a box that’s full of a load of stuff and it’s connected to your baby, but it’s not connected to you and your baby together”.
It is important to consider the objects that did not comfort fathers. John reflected that a teddy bear he received “mainly reminds me of her dying, rather than thinking of her”. This contrasts Steve’s experience of buying a teddy bear with his pregnant wife, conveying this as a shared memory with “the three of us”. Importantly for John his desire to spend time with his stillborn baby was cut short as she was taken way to be dressed and have footprints taken. In this way, the lack of involvement in creating relational memories may have rendered objects collected as representations of his daughter’s death rather than their relationship. John later created a ring with his daughter’s ashes, an object that holds great significance for him. In this way John created an object to represent the father-infant relationship in a similar yet distinct way to those fathers who forged meaning with objects at the time of stillbirth.

Theme 3: “Their Death Does Not Erase Their Existence”: Exerting Existence and Continued Connection to Others

All of the fathers in the study conveyed a desire for a continued bond between their baby and others. Fathers expressed desire to exert and gain acknowledgement of their baby’s existence from society and their social networks. Through this, the father-infant relationship could also be acknowledged which may strengthen the fathers’ continuing bond.

Their baby’s perceived existence is of clear importance to the fathers, as Michael expressed: “their death does not erase their existence any more than the death of one of your family members will erase their existence”. For Lars, the absence of a birth certificate was distressing: “He was about 22 weeks at that point but because he was born dead then he didn’t get registered for a birth which did, I was a bit upset about… I wanted that acknowledgement”. Lars powerfully reflected that if people were to trace his family history, his son would not be found and as such, this physical and legal manifestation of his son’s existence through the medium of a birth certificate, becomes a powerful but absent object.
This societal dismissal seemed to filter into responses from the family and friends of the fathers in the study. Steve recalls comments from his mother, “she said I am not a grandmother yet thank you very much and what she meant was I am not a grandmother to living children yet”. For Phil, the varied acknowledgement of his daughter’s existence from family and friends, caused a reorganisation of the hierarchy of his social network. Phil reflects that a friend he was previously not close to became an important figure in his life because: “every year… he’s the one that phones me” adding that, ‘‘my memory of my losses become part of his life’’.

This sense of dismissal is at clear conflict with the fathers’ perceptions of their babies’ personhood, as Michael expressed in early pregnancy: “we wouldn't refer to them as just like a blob or the twins, they had their own personal identity”. Lars exerted his baby’s personhood despite his death, “he might have died before he was born but he was still a person”.

Given the conflict between fathers’ perceptions of their babies’ personhood and the varying acknowledgement of this by others socially and legally, the fathers in this study sought to maintain a continued bond between their baby and family and friends. Nick conveyed his daughter’s presence around the home through objects as “a soft way of just reminding people that these children exist”. This physical exertion of the baby’s presence is also seen for Lars who expresses, “I wanted to take one of the 4 books out and give him that so that on the shelf we could always see that one was not there”. Though initially this may seem a reminder of his son, the gap in the set of books is rather a statement of his son’s presence through absence, a way to avoid forgetting that he is missing from the home. For some fathers, objects were used to engage their other children in a continued bond with their baby, through things like picking a present that their sibling may have liked. Michael recounts that “the children help pick out the present, what would a 10-year-old boy like?”.
Theme 4: “To Replace the Fact That She isn’t Physically Here”: a Continued Bond Through Physical Presence

This theme reflects four of the fathers’ reports of objects representing a physical manifestation of their baby. For Steve “the physical manifestation of our baby who couldn’t be here was the pinecone”. Using this object, Steve was able to continue his relationship with his son after his death by taking a pinecone with him, “he can’t come to my rugby matches with me because he’s died, this is my way of him coming to my rugby matches with me through the medium of this pinecone”. Michael felt his twin sons were represented in a teddy that his living child took on days out with him, “We said we’re going out for your brother's birthday… so he packed the little backpack, and he packed the bears in them… for him, those bears… represented his brothers”. The experiences of Steve and Michael contrast with the experience of John who conveyed his continuing relationship with this daughter through a tree as an object positioned in a static place to visit: “we've got somewhere to go and regardless of whether she's there or not… that’s kind of like somewhere where we go to see [baby’s] tree”. John interacts with this object and place in a continued relationship with his daughter, particularly on special occasions “to take flowers for her birthday or Easter or Christmas”. John recounted that his daughter’s ashes were never scattered and so are not present at this tree however, the tree is in the gardens of the crematorium where his daughter was cremated. In this way, perhaps this tree’s position represents a connection to his daughter physically, as her last position in the world before cremation.

For one father, the connection to a physical object seemed to transition over time. Nick expressed an initial connection to his daughter through the creating of a rug for her during pregnancy, he characterized the rug as “kind of growing and building as she was”, suggesting this object was significantly connected to his baby. Following the birth, Nick recounted not feeling a connection with his daughter’s body, “with her body, like for me it
was and it was just her body… I didn't have, I didn't have that connection”. In this way his daughter’s physical body is not where the father-infant relationship existed, rather it became an entity free from restricted physicality in one place. Nick describes a teddy bear that “for a while… was kind of our contact, our contact point with [baby]”, suggesting that this connection had transitioned from her physical body to an object. Nick recounts interactions with this bear that mimic the interactions he may have with his daughter were she to have been born alive, “So every night we when we kiss [child] goodnight. we'd give [bear] a kiss as well”. The father reflects that over time his “contact point” with his daughter transitions to a heart shaped patch of paint left in his daughter’s room after it was redecorated:

I say goodnight to [child] and go in and say goodnight to [child] and then. I just kiss my hand and touch that (green heart). Uhm and yeah, it doesn't make me sad, it's just. Is. Yeah, it's just that connection.

Though the other fathers did not recount a clear transition between “contact points”, perhaps the pinecone and tree represent a similar concept; the connection of their baby to themselves and the world through a physical manifestation of their presence. Through this physical manifestation, the fathers can continue their relationship with their baby by interacting with these objects in various ways.

**Theme 5: “Over Time the Relationship Shifts Too”: Evolving Expressions of Love and Fatherhood**

Present in all the fathers’ interviews, this theme captures changing expressions of love and fatherhood, at different points across pregnancy, stillbirth and beyond. As Michael expresses, “overtime, the relationship shifts”.

For Lars love was expressed in an urge to protect his son both in pregnancy “when I knew that he was ill and poorly and needed protecting I suppose, I really felt something kick
in” and after birth “when he was born and I saw him like that, that really kicked in again”. For Lars the urge to protect seemed strongly connected to the roles and responsibilities of fatherhood, so much so that he wrote his son a letter after his death to say, “I was sorry I couldn’t protect him like I was supposed to”. In this way this expression of love through protection was manifested into the object of a letter.

For others this love was expressed through instinctual parenting of their stillborn baby. Steve reflected “it was my natural instinct as a dad to get some tissue paper and just block where his nose is bleeding”. Importantly this interaction is represented by the tissue which was kept, “it’s in the memory box because that tissue paper is the physical manifestation of when I wiped my sons nose when it was bleeding”. For John, fatherhood was expressed through meeting his daughter’s emotional needs, “I know it sounds daft, but I didn’t want her to think that I didn’t want to cuddle her because she wasn't born in the normal way”. Importantly for Steve, there were missed opportunities to facilitate this expression of fatherhood, “one of my biggest regrets is that I never read him a story, because it never ever occurred to me”. Steve was also not offered the opportunity to cut the cord and reflects: “if (baby) had been born alive somebody would have asked me if I wanted to cut the cord… it’s a rite of passage for dads”.

Expressions of fatherhood continued following loss. Nick reflected on running marathons for his daughter: “the stuff I do for [baby] is… more special I guess. 'cause I can't show her the love in the normal way”. Others expressed love by reflecting on their baby’s impact on their lives, as Phil expressed: “how can you forget someone that's such a big part of my life… changed me so much?”. Michael expressed the way in which he continues a dynamic relationship with his sons:
Checking in with myself about that relationship 'cause I know one of the things I tend to do is… if I feel embarrassed… I would deflect with I miss my boys and I don't like doing that because… I don't want to use them as a shield’.

For some fathers there were clear moments in which the relationship shifted. For Phil this occurred at the birth of his last child, urging him to interact with the objects associated with his daughter:

The bond to me felt. Strongest on Friday… I just had a new baby and it was another boy and I just it just seemed to be like a feeling for me and that actually got the box out on Friday… I just felt I had to.

For John, the relationship shifted a decade after the loss of his daughter when he felt able to create an object: “I kind of really wanted to do that with the ring, and found that, like a connection that I was ready for”. Importantly Michael reflected that his ongoing pain at the loss of his sons represented the love he continued to feel for them: “you're simultaneously trying to avoid pain whilst welcoming it… the pain is the reminder of the depth of love felt. The grief is the expression of that love”.

This theme captures varying expressions of fatherhood including missed opportunities for this. Objects connected to such expressions became representations of the father-infant relationship. The theme conveys the dynamic nature of the ongoing relationship with fathers expressing varying levels of closeness to their baby over time.

**Discussion**

The aim of this study was to qualitatively investigate fathers’ lived experiences of stillbirth, through the lens of continuing bonds and the use of objects. IPA revealed 5 main
themes, which will be discussed in the context of existing research and their implications for clinical practice.

Findings indicated that the fathers in this study experienced their relationship with their baby being viewed through a mother-focused lens. This is consistent with a previous review of literature on men’s experiences of pregnancy loss which found that fathers report being seen as a “partner” not a father mourning their own loss and feeling overlooked where the mother’s pain was better recognised (Due et al., 2017). Fathers described a mother-infant relationship that is seen as more important than the father-infant relationship. Fathers expressed this hierarchy whilst stressing the strength of their father-infant bond, despite not sharing the same embodied connection.

Importantly, findings conveyed the father-infant relationship as mediated through the mother’s physical body, adding to an emerging literature exploring fathers’ prenatal attachment. Though moments in pregnancy such as feeling kicks and ultrasounds have been shown to support fathers’ building attachments (Draper, 2002; Ekelin, Crang-Svalenius & Dykes, 2004), some research has suggested these experiences do not create equity between mother-infant and father-infant attachment (Harpel & Barras, 2017). The findings of the present study add a novel understanding of this, since the missing physical embodiment for fathers is unavoidable until the moment of birth and any experience in which their own attachment builds is mediated through the mother’s embodiment until this point.

Despite not sharing mothers’ direct embodied experience of pregnancy, the fathers in this study conveyed a deep connection with their baby. Importantly the moment this attachment was triggered varied for the fathers in the study, some felt this at the point they held their stillborn child and others this seemed linked to the baby’s developing personhood during pregnancy. Indeed, some fathers in the study expressed changes to this relationship in
the years following their loss. It is known that fathers experience various “trigger points” to a building attachment with children born alive (Lagarto & Duaso, 2021), with the present study evidencing this concept in the context of stillbirth. Importantly the fathers interviewed experienced a range of pre-loss births, miscarriages and difficulties conceiving. It has been found that mothers who had experienced prior perinatal loss reported a suppression of their emotion towards their baby during pregnancy, with this experience relating to higher levels of anxiety about the pregnancy (Côté-Arsenault & Donato, 2011). It is therefore possible that the varying pre-natal attachment experiences expressed by the fathers in this study could relate to prior births, perinatal losses, or difficulties in conceiving.

This mother-mediated dynamic was also conveyed as an added complexity to the facilitation of the father-infant relationship and continued bond at the time of stillbirth. For some fathers this seemed linked to a sensed expectation of their role in supporting the mother, a finding consistent with previous research (Aydin & Kabukcuoğlu, 2021; Due et al., 2017; McGreight, 2004; Miller et al., 2019). This led some fathers to spend less time with their baby to meet the emotional needs of the mother. For others, the hierarchical placement of the mother-infant relationship in relation to the father-infant relationship meant that fathers perceived spending time with their stillborn child as depriving the mother. The fathers’ representations of a hierarchy of relationships is mirrored in their reflections on societal subjugation of the father-infant relationship, consistent with a recent review highlighting the lack of social recognition of fathers’ grief in the context of pregnancy loss (Obst et al., 2020). As such, a vicious cycle emerges whereby societal expectations and subjugation of fathers’ grief leads initially to fathers suppressing their own needs to support the mother. Subsequently this gives the impression to an observer of a ‘lesser’ distress than the mother, thus continuing societal narratives surrounding the fathers’ experience of perinatal loss.
In contrast to the notion of a ‘lesser’ father-infant relationship and subsequent ‘lesser’ distress, the fathers in this study conveyed the deeply meaningful and relational nature of objects collected. Though the use of objects in coping with perinatal loss is evidenced throughout the literature on mothers (Testoni et al., 2020) and through the limited literature involving fathers (Thornton et al., 2020), such research tends to position the objects as symbols or mementos that bring comfort, yet the mechanisms of their value remain unclear (LeDuff, 2017). The fathers in this study conveyed a sense that the significant objects were those permeated with memories in which they interacted with their baby either in reality or an imagined future relationship. In this way, the permeation of relational memories into objects transforms them into objects that acknowledge and confirm the existence of this relationship in a way that society negates. The literature exploring the use of objects in mothers suggests that seemingly mundane objects are transformed as they are permeated with deep, personal, and individualized meaning in a way that disrupts societal narratives of grieving, for instance through exerting a stillborn baby’s existence (Fuller & Kuberska, 2020). Themes one and two of this study together offer evidence for this phenomenon in fathers, where the subjugation of the father-infant relationship is challenged with objects that represent memories of the relationship offering physical confirmation of its existence.

This connection between objects and highly personal meaning seemed particularly poignant in the context of memory making. The fathers in the study lost not only their baby but a lifetime of shared memories. In this way, the fathers forged their own memories, whether immediately with their stillborn baby or in the years after their death and manifested such memories into objects. Though consistent with research in mothers of stillborn babies that positioned objects as “memory triggers” (Bremborg & Rådestad, 2013), and research in mothers and fathers that positions objects as evidence of the baby’s existence and affirmed parenthood (Thornton et al., 2020), the present study adds a novel understanding of objects as
connected to the father-infant relationship through a link with either an interaction with father, infant and object or an imagined future relationship in which the object featured.

The fathers in this study expressed a yearning to exert their babies’ existence in the world and facilitate the continued bond between their stillborn baby and those around them. The fathers expressed distress when their babies’ existence went unacknowledged by family and friends, supporting research that positions perinatal loss as a “disenfranchised grief”, a loss that goes unacknowledged by society (Sawicka, 2017). Such research tends to focus on the experiences of mothers, although the present study found similarities in fathers’ experiences. Crucially, a unique aspect of fathers’ experiences relates to the way in which their fatherhood remains largely unacknowledged, adding a second layer to the disenfranchisement in which both their bereavement and identity as a father are invalidated. This combination of experiences is positioned as “double disenfranchisement” in Obst et al’s (2020) theoretical model of paternal perinatal grief.

In the present study, fathers seemed to push against “disenfranchisement”, through the facilitation of continued bonds between their baby and others and exerting their baby’s existence as well as the presence of the father-infant relationship. The fathers achieved this through use of objects. For one father, the removal of an item from a set signaled his son’s presence through absence, consistent with the proposed theory of “materialised absence” whereby the concept of absence is formalized through material objects (Hallam & Hockey, 2001). For others, objects in the home served to remind others of their baby’s existence. In either case, since the objects most meaningful to fathers seem linked to relational memories, the use of such objects in exerting their babies’ existence serves also to exert the existence of the ongoing father-infant relationship. These efforts to push against disenfranchisement by exerting continued bonds is something not yet explicitly explored in the literature and adds depth to the understanding of fathers’ relational experiences of stillbirth.
For some of the fathers in the present study, objects took on a physical representation of their stillborn child allowing the use of such objects in the facilitation of a continued bond in day-to-day life. In the adult bereavement literature, some researchers have theorized that such objects are a materialization of the deceased used as “a way of reclaiming and rehousing… the remains of a life now gone” (Gibson, 2004, p. 297). The findings of the present study evidence the use of objects in this way for fathers, who rehoused their stillborn babies through objects within the home. However, the findings further this theory by evidencing the use of this object, their “rehoused” baby, in expressions of a continued relationship with objects traveling with fathers in life activities. The findings of the present study therefore provide a novel conceptual link between objects and continued bonds, where objects facilitate continued bonds through being a physical representation of the stillborn child.

This concept of an object as a physical manifestation of the stillborn child can be further understood as transitional, where an object is used to manage the emotional toll of separation from a significant other (Winnicott, 1953). Applying this theory to bereavement can offer some explanation as to the power of objects to the bereaved. Though there is abundant evidence of the use of objects as mementos and symbols by the bereaved, evidence explicitly linking this to transitional objects is lacking (Wakenshaw, 2020). In the present study, fathers interacted with objects in a way that managed the inevitable distance between themselves and their baby. The diminishing importance of certain objects over time is also seen, with alternative objects or rituals taking their place, consistent with Winnicott’s (1953) theory in which transitional objects lose importance over time as the child gains safety away from the parent. However, it is also important to consider one father’s expression that ongoing pain and grief represents the depth of love felt, with objects triggering expression of this emotion and pain. In this way, objects offer an opposing function to a transitional object,
through welcoming pain to remain close and express the closeness of the ongoing relationship. This raises an important consideration for the expected outcome of offering bereaved parents objects to support their grieving. Though it is clear from the findings of the present study that such objects are important to fathers and hold great personal significance and meaning, it is not clear whether the provision of such objects reduces distress and whether we should expect this or expect the facilitation of emotion and pain which represents the continuing relationship. This offers an important consideration in the idea that a continued bond may represent an ongoing grief reaction (Stroebe & Schut, 2005), that perhaps ongoing distress related to a continued bond is an ongoing positive expression of love rather than a negative grief reaction.

For some fathers in the present study the continued father-baby relationship shifted over time, as a result of life events like the birth of a new baby or the changing emotional state and ‘readiness’ of the father to engage with the relationship and objects. This is consistent with the proposed shifts in transitional objects, in which the object facilitates separation whilst being a source of closeness in times of distress or difficulty (Winnicott, 1953). This suggests objects are transitional, dynamic, and shift parallel with the continued bond that shifts and changes, as if the babies were born alive.

The father-baby relationship also seemed to shift over time in relation to expression of fatherhood, through interactions linked to their roles and responsibilities as fathers. Such expressions of fatherhood in the context of stillbirth are evident in the existing research where fathers bathe and dress their stillborn babies (Bonne et al., 2011). The present study adds a depth to this understanding through its link to objects, whereby the fathers held onto objects that were manifestations of these expressions of instinctual parenting. These expressions continued long after the time of stillbirth with fathers expressing love for their children in varying ways.
Clinical Implications

In considering the immediate context of stillbirth, hospital staff should facilitate acts of fatherhood such as cutting the cord or reading a story to their baby. Subtle adaptations to the provision of objects at this time, such as involving fathers in creating them and encouraging a process of personal meaning making, rather than providing a standard set of objects, will go some way to improving fathers’ experiences of stillbirth. Furthermore, given fathers’ reports of feeling the father-infant relationship is ignored, hospital staff should acknowledge and validate fathers as fathers, grieving the loss of their child, not merely the partner of a mother who lost her baby.

Though important, clinical implications for hospital staff represent a contained period of a father’s journey of stillbirth. Following the loss, many professionals may work with fathers broadly or directly through bereavement work. Findings indicate the importance of these professionals validating the existence of the baby and the father-infant relationship which continues post-loss. Importantly, one father created an object several years following his loss and as such professionals can support fathers in engaging with objects at any point post-stillbirth.

Limitations and Implications for Future Research

The present study has strength in the richness it adds to the existing research regarding fathers’ deeply personal, meaningful, and relational use of objects within the context of stillbirth.

Nevertheless, the study has some limitations, particularly in the sample’s bias to white British and westernized experiences of bereavement. It is important that professionals supporting fathers experiencing stillbirth listen to and consider the fathers’ own cultural, individual, and possible traditional rituals and practices within bereavement (Hamilton et al.,
2022). It is important not to assume the findings present a universal way in which fathers experience stillbirth. Furthermore, all fathers in the study identified as male, cisgender, heterosexual fathers. In this way, the findings cannot be generalized to the experiences of fathers with different gender and sexual identities.

It is important to acknowledge the variance in the time elapsed since the fathers’ children were stillborn. Those who experienced stillbirth almost a decade ago has markedly different experiences than those who experienced stillbirth in the past year. Bereavement care has developed significantly in this time and as such some of the practices described in this study may be less prevalent in bereavement care today. Nevertheless, the findings add depth to the understanding of how fathers experience relationships with their stillborn baby and the use of objects, across various provisions of aftercare and support from professionals.

Future research should explore the relational experiences of stillbirth and use of objects in culturally, gender and sexually diverse samples. Just as the experiences of fathers in the current study are “double disenfranchised” in the subjugation of perinatal bereavement and fathers in a female dominated field, the larger scale societal subjugation of these groups could be explored in relation to the added disenfranchisement fathers face in their bereavement. The continued bond between the baby and wider family and society was also an important finding. Future research could qualitatively explore the personal meaning making siblings, grandparents and other family members make of the continued relationship and use of objects.
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Appendix B

Interview Schedule

Overview

The interview will cover the following topics:

1. Experiences of building relationships in pregnancy
2. Experiences of stillbirth itself (how did fathers relate to the baby within this)
3. Experience of relationship with the baby following the loss (both immediate and long term)
4. Exploration of the use of objects at each stage outlined above

If the following topics have not arisen naturally as part of the interview, fathers will also be asked about:

1. Prior perinatal losses
2. Any other children they are a father to

The inclusion of questions about prior loss and/or living children could convey the distressing message of ‘at least you have other children’ if not handled sensitively. As such, these questions will be asked sensitively with a message such as:

‘The experience of stillbirth is a difficult one no matter what your circumstance. Often it is assumed that the experience is ‘easier’ if you have living children or are able to become pregnant again. In reality, everybody experiences difficult events like this in varied ways and where for some this would bring comfort, for others it may do quite the opposite. Nevertheless, for the study to appraise these issues, it is important to have a sense of the
broad experiences of the participants in terms of prior perinatal losses, live births and the presence of living children.'

**Interview Schedule**

1. **Introduction Points**
   - Introduce self.
   - Ensure participant has found safe space to complete interview and feels comfortable talking about personal things in this space.
   - Ensure participant has read and understood the participation information sheet. Give time to ask questions about this. Gain verbal consent to complete the interview.
   - Remind the participant of the confidentiality agreement, obtain verbal consent for this.

2. **Introductory question** (to give open opportunity to tell story before prompts for further information)
   - Could you tell me your story of stillbirth, from when you found out you were going to have a baby, up until the loss and what happened afterwards?

   *This will be followed with prompt questions covering the topics of the interview:*
3. Experiences of building relationships in pregnancy

Could you tell me a bit about your experience of forming a relationship with your baby during the pregnancy?

Could you tell me a bit about what this relationship in pregnancy meant to you?

Could you tell me a bit about anything that helped or got in the way of you forming this relationship?

Could you tell me about any objects that you collected/used during pregnancy to build this relationship of feel close to your baby?

**Prompt**- some parents collect baby toys or clothes or the ultrasound scans etc. and either hold these or smell these or just keep them nearby to feel close to their baby, is there anything like this that you used to feel close?

Could you tell me about anything else you did to feel close to your baby?

**Prompt**- sometimes parents don’t use objects, but do things like feel the baby kicking, talk to the baby in mums belly, sing songs to the baby etc. as a way of interacting with them/connecting to them, did you do anything like this during the pregnancy?

Sometimes, people can identify the point at which they felt like a father to their child, or felt that connection as
a father and child, did you have this moment? can you tell me a bit more about this moment?

4. Experiences of stillbirth itself

*Questions in this section will begin with a sensitive reminder that the participants do not have to share anything that doesn’t feel comfortable, can share things at their own pace, and ask to move onto the next topic at any point should they wish to. I will not ask any questions directly about the stillbirth to leave the amount of detail shared up to the participant and their level of comfort/their appraisals of what is important to share about their experience.*

I wonder if you could tell me about the time leading up to the point you discovered that your baby had passed away?

Could you tell me about how you felt around the time you found out your baby had passed away?

Would you be able to tell me about your feelings towards/connection with the baby at the time you found out they had passed away?

Did these feelings change at all over time?

Thinking about the relationship you described to me that you built in the pregnancy, could you tell me a bit about
your thoughts/feelings/experience of this throughout the stillbirth?

Thinking about the ways you built this relationship (objects/practices), did you use these (objects/practices) throughout the stillbirth?

If so: what impact did that have?

What did it mean to you to be able to hold onto this object through this experience?

Can you tell me about any ways you felt close (or tried to feel close) to the baby during the stillbirth?

5. Experience of relationship with the baby following the loss (both immediate and long term)

I wonder if you could describe the time after the loss to me, what was this like?

Could you tell me about any of the ways you managed with the emotional impact of this?

Can you tell me about any of the ways that you have maintained a connection/relationship with your baby?

What has this meant for you?

Can you tell me a bit about how this continued connection/relationship has changed over time?

If you still engage with (objects/practices), what does this mean to you?
Are there any new objects or practices that you have come to associate with your baby/the relationship?

Thinking about everything we’ve spoken about so far and the journey from pregnancy to now, could you tell me a bit about how things between you and the baby have changed over time?

What sense do you make of these changes?

6. Other information, if this has not arisen naturally

‘The experience of stillbirth is a difficult one no matter what your circumstance. Often it is assumed that the experience is ‘easier’ if you have living children or are able to become pregnant again. In reality, everybody experiences difficult events like this in varied ways and where for some this would bring comfort, for others it may do quite the opposite. Nevertheless, for the study to appraise these issues, it is important to have a sense of the broad experiences of the participants in terms of prior perinatal losses, live births and the presence of living children.’

Could you tell me a bit about other children you had prior to this baby (name)?
Could you tell me a bit about any other experiences you have of losing a baby?

7. **Debrief**

Participants will be asked how they are feeling, and how they found the interview. The debrief sheet will be outlined to the participant and emailed following the interview.
Appendix C

Example of Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis from One Participant

Table C1

Initial Data Coding: Extract from Lars’ Transcript Alongside Initial Codes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transcript Exert</th>
<th>Initial Coding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 P: oh we, so we got, sorry, yeah we went in the next day, and they just induced [wife] a little bit, and then erm, they gave us a nice separate suite if you like, a room of our own which was sort of our home for 24 hours, yeah he was delivered, he was, they obviously had to check for you know birth certificate legal reasons and things, because he was right on the cusp of the date, I think he was about 22 weeks at that point but because he was born, erm, born dead then he erm didn’t get registered for a birth, which did, I was a bit upset about well not upset but I felt it was a bit of a shame because I wanted that acknowledgement. So then, erm, because of that I think I do like seeing his name written down now, like he did exist</td>
<td>• Impact of not registering the birth, comfort in name written for this reason, confirming his existence ‘I like seeing his name written down now, like he did exist’ • Wanted acknowledgement of son’s existence</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2 I: what does it mean to you when you see his name written down, what does it kind of make you feel when you see it?

3 P: ah it just, yeah it just gets me right there [gesture to chest], I think because we’d, you know, you look at lists of names and it becomes a visual and you’re like yeah that one, that one there, that’s gonna be his name, and you start imagining, you see his name his full name with his surname, thinking of his name and our little boy (name)’s name together and thinking yeah they look good together, and yeah I dunno its funny his name (name) it just er, the word stars gets me as well. Erm, and we erm, I’m sure we’ll come onto it as you specifically mentioned objects, but we had a little star made, for a Christmas decoration with (name) written in the middle, so we’re gonna get that out every year, but yeah just seeing a star now will set me off.

- Assigning personhood in utero through his name
- Imagining a future
- Linking baby’s name to his brother’s. forging family relationships in pregnancy.
- Objects representing and/or including the baby’s actual name in them becoming a symbol for the baby

4 I: like a symbol of him?
5 P: yeah a little bit yeah, and erm, I very much, quite odd, early on, I very much found solace in sad songs, and erm and er yeah I dunno I just liked songs that made me feel you know, and I found comfort in the songs and lyrics and I was finding meaning in songs that were not written to be that kind of meaning, but there was, there was a couple of songs, one of them specifically mentioned in the stars as well, yeah that was but I don’t think for me, I don’t think it was about heavenly, celestial, it think it was just the spelling of the word, I think it was the fact that it rhymed and the last 3 letters were the same, which is quite odd

• Finding solace in sad songs that evoke feelings ‘I like songs that make me feel’

• Non-physical manifestation of symbol that can hold the same power as a physical object

• Objects logically representing the baby rather than spiritual symbology

6 I: yeah it makes sense. So if its alright with you I might kind of just go through the journey from start to end and kind of maybe explore little bits of each bit along the way, so we’ve already talked a little bit about.. it sounds like when you chose his name (name) that kind of that gave a bit of, I suppose you were saying it was a really lovely experience to get excited about that so I suppose I was just wondering about the experience of
pregnancy itself and kind of how you built a sort of relationship with (name) whilst he was sort of, well while in pregnancy?

7 P: yeah, erm, that’s quite interesting, I suppose erm having the woodly experience, having, you know we were lucky enough to already have (name) and during that pregnancy I was excited and kind of time seemed to go slow but very much kind of like a thinking about what this meant for life, this is a life changing event, life is never going to be the same again and everyone is telling you these things and erm, I dunno I suppose its the sense of impending doom almost, people make it sound like, you’re gonna.. you know.. ooh well you’ve done it now, erm. Kind of a , I dunno a erm, I dunno, no going back kind of feeling, but erm, but erm yeah I was excited and very happy and he was planned it was deliberate, but I did, I didn’t feel a I dunno, I didn’t know it at the time but when he was born, I didn’t sort of love him straight away if you like, it took it really did take me about 6 months to really I dunno feel that bond or connection, like I knew it was my job to look after him and protect him and my wife but I dunno it was almost like I was very happy to take a back seat and let my wife and him bond because I knew that was the

- Previous pregnancy experience building new expectations for life, losing aspects of current life and preparing for this

- In previous pregnancy (live child) took time to form connection and bond
most important relationship and I think I didn’t want to impede that in any way by getting in the way, so er, yeah I dunno, because I have very close relationship with my mum and when I was a kid a fairly distant relationship with my dad, in terms of, he lived. You know we all lived together, they still live together, but erm he worked a lot, he was a farmer actually, so er long hours and things like that and like just a bit, you know, a bit gruff, so er, when I was a kid he didn’t really know how to, I dunno how to… he’s terrible with kids I think, you know, he just doesn’t get them, erm, so suddenly when you turn 18 he knows how to speak to you and its like where have you been all my life. So erm, so yeah, I was keen for, erm I dunno, I suppose I felt like that never did me any harm and I was always very grateful to have this very close relationship with my mum so and er I suppose I just figured that that’s important because that’s my only reference point really. Erm, but yeah and then erm, so with that in mind erm with, that was while [wife] was pregnant with X, I was more conscious of that I suppose, but erm, but yeah really excited about us having a more complete family if you like, we spoke about how we wanted another child so that when we’re old and decrepid and even gone, that F will have a you know, a sibling

- Knew logically that job as father is to look after and protect- logical but not emotional connection there initially
- Taking a back seat to allow mother and baby to bond as that’s ‘the most important relationship’
- Own childhood as reference point for mother-son relationship coming above father-son and knowing that this did him (dad interviewed) no harm
and someone close, erm and I mean my wife is actually pregnant again now, she’s 16 weeks pregnant…

- Importance of baby’s relationship in the wider family, with sibling more so than himself as parent
Table C2

Audit Trail for Lars’s Transcript Displaying the Process of Initial Codes Being Grouped into Themes with Title’s and Narrative Summaries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Codes grouped in the theme</th>
<th>Theme title</th>
<th>Narrative summary</th>
<th>Illustrative quotes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Appraisal of building relationship in pregnancy as ‘getting carried away’ (page 2, code 6)</td>
<td>‘I was very happy to take a back seat’: a hierarchy of parent-infant relationships</td>
<td>This theme encompasses codes that highlight the many complexities, dilemmas and difficulties in building a relationship with your baby within the context of prior perinatal losses, as well as during relational experiences in a current pregnancy or in interacting with your stillborn child. Negative appraisals of sharing the news and getting excited about the pregnancy come through in the participants story, highlighting that the participant on some level felt that it is a mistake to become excited about the</td>
<td>‘as a result of that test (harmony test) we then knew the sex of the baby, earlier than the 20 week scan, so we’d got carried away and picked a name’ ‘and then had this really strange sort of feeling of, when we lost [baby], of like sort of like egg on the face almost you know, like how could we have been so stupid to have got our hopes up and to have started telling people and things like that, but it’s weird, why should we feel embarrassed about it?’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• ‘getting hopeful’ and sharing the news of pregnancy seen as stupid/silly (page 3, code 8)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Noticing the feeling of taboo and challenging this and the self-judgement of sharing the news of pregnancy too early ‘why should we feel embarrassed’ (page 3, code 9)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• In previous pregnancy (live child) took time to form connection and bond (page 5, code 20)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
• Taking a back seat to allow mother and baby to bond as that’s ‘the most important relationship’ (page 5, code 22)

• Own childhood as reference point for mother-son relationship coming above father-son and knowing that this did him (dad interviewed) no harm (page 5, code 23)

• Prior miscarriage at 11 weeks was mum’s loss. Concern for her health blocked dad’s relationship from building (page 5, code 25)

• Feels unclear at what point dad’s get the connection (page 5, code 26)

• Prior loss encouraging bonding with subsequent pregnancy (page 6, code 27)

• Dad’s role as support/cheering up wife in this pregnancy subsequent to miscarriage lead to a pregnancy or form relationships with the baby too early on, as something bad may happen. Though the participant seems to be responding to a societal taboo on talking about pregnancy/sharing the news too early, he also challenges this and wonders why he should be embarrassed to get excited so early. This theme also highlights the balance between a father building his own relationship with the baby whilst placing the baby’s relationship with the mother at a higher level of importance, which both consciously and subconsciously may serve to interrupt his own building relationship, with dad neglecting his own need/desire to build a ‘I was very happy to take a back seat and let my wife and him (live child) bond because I knew that was the most important relationship and I think I didn’t want to impede that in any way by getting in the way’.

‘(wife) had already lost one before to miscarriage… that was more of a safety and wellbeing of (wife) that I was concerned about because of the amount of blood she lost so… I felt absolutely no bond or anything… at that point’
shared relationship building with baby i.e. lets think about names etc. (page 6, code 28)

- Finding out gender and harmony test giving permission to get excited and to form the relationship (page 6, code 29)

- Knowing the bond can come later helps to manage the feelings when being cautious about building the bond/hope in pregnancy that occurred after prior perinatal losses (page 6, code 30)

- Trained to be a father from a previous child, learning how to relate to your child (page 8, code 36)

- Previous early miscarriage had a pull to support his wife and felt less of a loss for himself (page 10, code 54)

relationship in order to support the mother-baby relationship. This is the case both in prior pregnancies where no loss occurred but also in prior miscarriages where the loss was seen as the mothers only and dad did not yet feel the connection with the baby. This blocking of the forming relationship is also seen when dad’s focus is on the wellbeing and health of the mum. However, it seems that the participant has some ambivalence about this as he acknowledges both that he feels the mother-infant relationship is most important and that being closer to his mum did no harm whilst also wondering aloud whether he was denying himself by giving ‘the shared experience is what I was keen to enjoy… to make it a positive, I was trying to you know, kind of cheer (wife) up whenever I could… I’d be like it will be fine, let’s talk about names’ ‘when we knew it was going to be another boy… we let ourselves get, see I make it sound like a bad thing we let ourselves, but that was when we started to get a bit like ooh its gonna happen’
• Takes time to build the relationship and the longer the pregnancy the more relationship has formed (page 11, code 55)

• Let my guard down and allowed the bond to be built (page 11, code 58)

• Excitement when monitoring the baby’s growth- then pregnancy goes slow and the birth can’t come quick enough (page 12, code 60)

• Wanting to hold him without depriving the mother, was I denying myself? (page 13, code 66)

more time for the mother-infant relationship. The difficulty in sharing the relationship to the baby between two parents is apparent, and may explain why the participant felt it takes time for his relationship with his children to form. However, this concern/supporting role for the mother served to assist the development of a relationship where dads conscious efforts to cheer mum up in a pregnancy subsequent to loss meant that he himself got excited, thinking about names and sharing the experience of a building relationship with his wife. In this way though there is a tension between the mother-child and father-child relationship,

‘[after stillbirth] I did hold him a few times and things but I didn’t want to deprive her of time with him… because I’m very much aware of whatever I was feeling you could probably times it by a thousand and she would be feeling more, which might have been denying myself, I don’t know’
with questions over which is the most important or which deserves the most time, the sharing of this relationship seemed to lessen the interruption to dad building relationship with the baby.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Importance of time with the baby (page 8, code 39)</th>
<th>The importance of exchanging between father and baby demonstrates the importance of exchanging between father and the stillborn baby. This exchange does refer mostly to objects, but the father expresses his initiations of exchange of time and language between father and son as expressed through wanting to spend time with his son, writing to his son and talking to him, this seems relational despite the inability of his son to reciprocate language. The</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Teddy bear stayed with baby for the post-mortem ‘one for us and one for him’ (page 9, code 41)</td>
<td>‘I did… make sure I had time holding him and we had a little chat’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holding and talking to baby important (page 14, code 67)</td>
<td>‘we swapped the aching arms teddies, he had the one we’d had up until that point and we had his and still have his… that was nice, I don’t know why these things are comforting but yeah it was nice’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficult to find something that meant enough to give him (page 15, code 80)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swapping teddies with baby was comforting (page 15, code 81)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Although he’s not alive it felt like we’d exchanged something (page 16, code 82)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant talks throughout the interview about wanting to give something to his son, in often extreme measures stating he would have been willing to cut off his hand just to give him something. The participant talks about the objects as a gift for his son rather than an object to help him cope with the loss or remember his son, and in this way to mean something he feels the gift should take something from him. The participant struggled with finding something that meant enough to give to his son, highlighting that the objects dad has collected/used are much more than just objects but a manifestation of an exchange between him and his son.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘although he’s not alive, it felt like we’d exchanged something’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘I was quite upset I didn’t have anything that I was quite so fond of… I found myself scrambling around the house trying to find something to give him that meant enough’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘I just had this overwhelming sensation and urge to give him something… I was rummaging around the house to try and find something that meant enough that I could lose, if it had come to it I felt like I would have cut my hand off.. just to give him something’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficult to find objects that meant enough to give to the baby (page 16, code 84)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing a letter to give to the baby, expressing communication/relationship (page 16, code 86)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less about objects to remember him by but objects to facilitate relationship through giving him something, feeling the urge to give him something (page 17, code 89)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘if it had come to it I felt like I would have cut my hand off just to give him something’ (page 17, code 90)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objects not to remember him as I think about him every day (page 18, code 92)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
• Importance not on having an object to remember by, but to give baby a gift and to have meaning/be previous a gift needs to mean the giver losing something (page 18, code 93)

• Knowing that the heart they gave to him might still be intact in his ashes bringing comfort (page 19, code 98)

• 2 parts to an object serving as a possible connection to be completed in the future (page 20, code 100)

This exchange seems not just to be in the moment in which the exchange took place but outlasting the stillbirth itself and continuing. For instance, dad imagining the heart that was cremated with his son, which came from the same item he keeps half of, still being intact within his sons ashes. Similarly, dad feels generally strook by items where there are 2 pieces and has imagined reconnecting these pieces in the future when he also passes away. In this way the exchange is not an isolated event but continues in the participant’s present thoughts and imaginations about the future, where his son can partake in the exchange of the keyring parts.

‘the actual heart itself (popped out from keyring parents kept other half of) they put in his hand and kept that with him while he was cremated so it could well be intact in his ashes… I think we like thinking that it might be in there’

‘’when one of us… whoever is the first to go, leave this earth… this might get me again… I want her to put that in with me (parents half of keyring) so that I might be able to find him… and might well complete it’
• Baby became part of the family early, found out the gender and named him with the help of his brother (page 2, code 5)

• Objects not to remember him as I think about him every day

• Linking baby’s name to his brother’s. forging family relationships in pregnancy. (page 3, code 14)

• Importance of baby’s relationship in the wider family, with sibling more so than himself as parent (page 5, code 24)

• Imagining future relationships between siblings (page 6, code 32)

• Held onto baby’s ashes (page 9, code 45)

| Connecting to family in the present: ‘we’ll keep you here and remember you here’ | This grouping represents the fathers efforts to connect his baby to the present moment and to his family. The participant acknowledges that the baby didn’t get the chance to be part of the family in a traditional way, and that rather than the event, what has happened, its what hasn’t and never will happen that is upsetting. He expresses a wish to make him feel part of the family in a way that was not possible. One way this is expressed is through objects linked to the baby in which in the present world, something is missing which links this object and his baby to the present moment. For instance, the father picked one book from a set to give to the | ‘we picked a name and we involved our little boy’ ‘you start imagining, you see his full name with his surname, thinking of his name and our little boy’s name together and thinking yeah they look good together’ ‘we spoke about how we wanted another child so that when we’re old a decrepit and even gone, that [son] will have a sibling and someone close’ ‘when it came to it and we received his ashes, we didn’t want to let go of him, |
• Post stillbirth, not wanting to let go of him (ashes) and not wanting to leave him behind when moving house (page 9, code 47)

• Giving baby chance to be in the family by keeping the ashes (page 10, code 48)

• Mourning a lost future (page 6, code 31)

• ‘we felt like he never had a chance to be in our family… rather than we’ll go there to remember you… we’ll keep you here and remember you here’ (page 10, code 49)

• Giving him something that would mark the space he would have/does occupy is meaningful (page 16, code 85)

• Involving sibling in objects to facilitate the bond between them, not just the bond for himself and his child (page 17, code 91)

baby before he was cremated, leaving a visible gap in this set of books. Though initially this could be considered a reminder of his son, it seems that the gap is rather a statement of his sons presence in the house and family, not a reminder of him so much as a way to avoid pretending that nobody is missing from the family/house. In the same way, the participant changed his mind about scattering his sons ashes as he did not want to leave him behind when the family moved house, by bringing the ashes with them, marking spaces in the house that represent the baby and by including him in family items (such as a necklace with and I think we, we were moving at the time as well and we didn’t want to leave him, as beautiful as where we lived was’ ‘we felt like he never had a chance to be in our family and that somehow this will be hard for me to say… somehow we should… keeping him in the family, remembering him in our home rather than trying to push him away, we’ll go there to remember you, no we’ll keep you here and remember you here’
| • Not to notice him missing to remember him | • Not to notice him missing to remember him but to not pretend that he wasn’t missing |
| • Objects bring more comfort than religion/spirituality ‘we like objects, that means more to us than thinking he’s in heaven’ | • Objects bring more comfort than religion/spirituality ‘we like objects, that means more to us than thinking he’s in heaven’ |
| • An object where a piece goes to the baby and is visibly missing strikes a chord | • An object where a piece goes to the baby and is visibly missing strikes a chord |
| • Including baby in family items is important i.e. necklace representing wife and both children | • Including baby in family items is important i.e. necklace representing wife and both children |
| • I wanted to make him feel like part of the family | • I wanted to make him feel like part of the family |

| representations of wife and both sons | ‘its not so much what happened that’s upsetting its what hasn’t and what never will’ |
| baby lost to stillbirth has a continued presence and connection with the family in the present. It is apparent this connection is for more than just the father in his expressions of involving his live child in forming a bond with the baby in pregnancy through helping to chose a name, imagining their names together and expressing a wish for both of his sons to support each other long after their parents have passed away. The stillbirth does not interrupt this possible relationship with his brother and father expresses hopes for the future for his son to see photos of his brother. |
| ‘I wanted to take one of the 4 books out and give him that so that on the shelf we could always see that one was not there’ |
| ‘I’ve put it on this necklace (wedding ring and ring with childs handwriting) and then again because I wanted to make (baby) feel part of the family… we’ve got these hand and footprints… I took a picture… and sent them to someone who made a necklace pendant |
- ‘I’ve popped that on the necklace too… and I don’t really wear it but it sits on my bedside table and the three of them are there together (wife and 2 children) (page 21, code 105)

- Sibling relationship was also building in pregnancy (page 23, code 108)

- Keeping objects with his name visible is important (page 20, code 101)

- We like to talk about him (page 22, code 107)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>• Gender and named as part of enjoying the pregnancy (page 3, code 7)</th>
<th>‘he might have died before he was born but he was still a person’: exerting my</th>
<th>This grouping encompasses codes representing the participants expression of his baby’s developing personhood, how this personhood was known by him but not validated by society and how he exerts his baby’s existence through objects, ‘because he was right on the cusp of the date, I think he was about 22 weeks at that point but because he was born dead then he didn’t get registered for a birth which did, I was a bit upset about, well not upset, but I felt it was a bit of</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Impact of not registering the birth, comfort in name written for this reason, confirming his existence ‘I like seeing his name written</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
down now, like he did exist’ (page 3, code 11)

- Assigning personhood in utero through his name (page 3, code 12)

- Objects representing and/or including the baby’s actual name in them becoming a symbol for the baby (page 4, code 15)

- Non-physical manifestation of symbol that can hold the same power as a physical object- referring to play on baby’s name (page 4, code 17)

- Objects logically representing the baby rather than spiritual symbology- referring to play on baby’s name (page 4, code 18)

- ‘he was born dead but we got to meet him’ (page 8, code 38)

baby’s existence to symbols and speech. Initially this personhood grew in pregnancy as news
came that the baby was healthy and the family picked a name and found out they were having a son, in dad’s description of this time it seems this is when the relationship with his son began to build.

The stillbirth posed a threat to this personhood, where the birth was not registered and the participant experienced difficulty knowing that this mean in the eyes of historical records and society, his son did not exist. Dad seems to cope with this through exerting his sons existence, by using his name and by keeping objects that represent his son and his name visible a shame because I wanted that acknowledgement. So… because of that I think I do like seeing his name written down now, like he did exist’

‘you’re like yeah that one, that one there, that’s gonna be his name’

‘he was born dead but we got to meet him’

‘it will only be mentioned if we bring it up and we’re quite happy to, I suppose I want to let people know that he did exist and he meant something to us and he still does and he might have died
• Ashes kept in nice box, with his name and date of birth (page 9, code 46)

• Coping in a way different to parents generation and challenging the taboo (page 10, code 51)

• Wanting to let people know he did exist and he does matter and he does mean something to us (page 10, code 52)

• ‘he might have died before he was born but he was still a person’ (page 10, code 53)

• Building personhood with gender helped build the relationship (page 11, code 56)

• ‘he’s a he and he is doing well’ (page 11, code 57)

• Surprise at baby looking so human at 22 weeks (page 13, code 62)

in the home. His son’s name came to mean a lot to the participant, in part due to a societal lack of recognition of his personhood, so much so that songs including words that sounded like his sons name became meaningful and created symbology representing his son. The participant himself had his conceptions of personhood challenged when his son was stillborn at 22 weeks, where he expected him to look alien, and non-human he was surprised to see his son as a tiny, little person. Dad also seemed surprised that a funeral for his son was a possibility and valued this, as he expected a very invalidating disposal of his son, in a way before he was born but he was still a person’ ‘the other ones (previous perinatal loss) we didn’t know gender, so suddenly we knew he was a little boy… so you’re like he’s a he and he’s doing well’ ‘it seemed to surprise her and I suppose surprised me as well, didn’t know what he was going to look like and you kind of imagine is he going to look like a little alien is he going to look like sort of, a misshapen
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Participant's Experience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Is he going to look like a little alien, but no he just looked like a</td>
<td>That would not be the case for any other person. Nevertheless, dad does still seem to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tiny, little person (page 13, code 63)</td>
<td>have experienced conflict over whether he lost a child or the chance to have a child</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘it really hit me in the face, punched me in the chest that that was our little boy and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>he really was a little boy, his tiny little fingers and translucent skin’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It really punched me in the chest that he was our little boy, and he</td>
<td>‘I couldn’t decide if we lost a child or if we lost the chance to have a child, it’s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>really was a little boy (page 13, code 64)</td>
<td>such a strange time to experience loss because… coming back to the validity of him not</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>getting a birth certificate so we actually found it really nice when… they had an</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Couldn’t decide if lost a child or the chance to have a child (page</td>
<td>‘I couldn’t decide if we lost a child or if we lost the chance to have a child, it’s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14, code 71)</td>
<td>such a strange time to experience loss because… coming back to the validity of him not</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not getting a birth certificate contributing to conflict over whether</td>
<td>getting a birth certificate so we actually found it really nice when… they had an</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loss of baby or chance of a baby (page 14, code 72)</td>
<td>arrangement with a local funeral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comfort when baby’s existence validated i.e funeral (page 14, code</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected invalidating disposal of body (page 14, code 74)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
• We know the rest of the world don’t acknowledge him and that to them he hasn’t existed (page 15, code 76)
• Difficulty knowing there is no public or formal record of his existence (page 15, code 77)
• You don’t have a name unless you existed… people don’t write your name on things unless you deserved it and he deserved it so that meant a lot’. (page 15, code 78)
• Written name gives the baby validity, acknowledges existence (page 15, code 79)
• Saying his name to exert his existence (page 18, code 95)
• Objects on display, not hidden away because he existed and he is here (page 18, code 96)

• directors and they paid for cremation… we didn’t expect that would be an option, we thought that if we wanted them to deal with it that they would just put him in a bag and sling him in the incinerator’

‘we’re very firm on that (viewing lost baby as their child not chance of a child) but we… not just think but know that the rest of the world doesn’t, the rest of the world doesn’t acknowledge him and he hasn’t existed to the rest of the world’.
‘you think of ansestory.com and people looking up genealogy in the future and no one will find him’

‘they had a little plaque engraved with his name on it and that was the first time we’d seen his name… that’s got me as well… that was the first time we’d seen his full name written down on anything other than what we’d written and that meant so much because again it was that validity… he existed… you don’t have a name unless you existed and people don’t write your name on things unless you
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Participant Statements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Imagining a future (page 3, code 13)</td>
<td>‘I really felt something kick in’: This grouping encompasses codes that represent the participants expressions of love, attachment and a relationship.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>‘dare to dream’, when it feels safe, imagining the future with your child (page 11, code 59)</td>
<td>‘you look at lists of names and it becomes a visual and you’re like yeah that one, that one there, that’s going to be his name and then you start imagining’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Previous pregnancy experience building new expectations for life, losing aspects of current life and preparing for this (page 4, code 19)</td>
<td>‘I was sort of anticipating it (the relationship)’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>Building an anticipated relationship in pregnancy rather than a relationship in that present moment (page 7, code 33)</td>
<td>‘I didn’t sort of love him straight away… it did take me about 6 months to really… feel that bond or connection… like I knew if was my job to look after him and protect him [live child]’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Knew logically that job as father is to look after and protect- logical but not emotional connection there initially (page 5, code 21)</td>
<td>‘I didn’t sort of love him straight away… it did take me about 6 months to really… feel that bond or connection… like I knew if was my job to look after him and protect him [live child]’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Increased protective when baby unwell, when diagnosed, when role of father as a</td>
<td>‘I didn’t sort of love him straight away… it did take me about 6 months to really… feel that bond or connection… like I knew if was my job to look after him and protect him [live child]’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
protector gave him a pull to protect his child.

Wondering if he’s done the right thing for his baby. (page 7, code 34)

- Rationalising decisions as protector to cope with the difficult decision to terminate, weighing up what is/was best for his child (page 8, code 35)

- The difficulty of going through the trauma of birth with no possible positive outcome (page 13, code 61)

- Suddenly coming to terms with a different future than that imagined future built over pregnancy (page 14, code 70)

- Struggled with ‘tackiness’ of some objects, i.e. keyring (page 9, code 42)

he does reflect on an ‘anticipated’ relationship where he had begun to imagine his child’s name written next to his sons, and ‘dared to dream’ of their future together. The participant talks about moments in pregnancy when the potentially fatal diagnosis is made and the family face the decision of termination as well as when his son is stillborn and he sees him for the first time, in which he felt an urge to protect his son. Although this urge to protect is not a direct expression of feeling attached to or bonded with the baby, it represents a strong feeling in dad that ‘kicked in’. This urge to protect may be this dad’s expression of that ‘when I knew, when we found out he wasn’t well and there was something wrong with him, immediately felt very protective… a father is meant to protect his children and did I really do that’

‘birth is quite emotional, quite traumatic, but you had that positive at the end that you’re hoping for so it was a very strange experience to go through that with no possible positive outcome’

‘would that [continuing with pregnancy] just be us clinging on for
- Difficulty finding special, quality urn for ashes, not wanting something tacky (page 9, code 44)
- When he was born and he saw him, the urge to protect him kicked in, in a similar way to when the diagnosis was made (page 13, code 65)
- ‘he was beautiful and he just looked so right’ (page 14, code 68)
- Feeling unconditional love, despite baby’s appearance from early delivery (page 14, code 69)
- Relational repair? Communicating with the baby his pull as a father to protect him and apologising for not fulfilling this (page 16, code 88)

relationship and continues after his son’s death in the way the father appraises his decision making and through his expression of this love to his son through a written letter in which he apologises for not protecting him in the way he feels he should have. The father also talks about his son as ‘beautiful’, ‘looked so right’ and expresses his unconditional love for his baby despite his appearance impacted by such an early delivery. Finally, the dad expresses a dislike for ‘tacky’ objects to represent his son or house his ashes and in this way is expressing his desire to give his son the best and most meaningful items, providing for him and wanting the our own self-gratification or would it have actually been better for him’ ‘I really liked the idea of that but for some reason I really struggled with the fact that it was a keyring, I found that a bit tacky’ ‘when I knew that… that he was ill and poorly and needed protecting I suppose, I really felt something kick in… feeling protective… and then when he was born and I saw him like that, that really kicked in again’
**EMPIRICAL PAPER**

| best for him. All of the above experiences could be appraised in terms of this participants expressions of fatherhood, of protecting, apologising when he felt he hadn’t protected and of his unconditional positive regard for his son. | ‘I was just very much thinking about how perfect he was… he was beautiful… he just looked so right… obviously his proportions were a little bit out and things but I didn’t hold that against him’ |
| ‘I put (in the letter) that I was sorry I couldn’t protect him like I was supposed to’ |
### Appendix D

**Contributing Participant Themes to Each Overarching Theme of Analysis**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pseudonym</th>
<th>Overarching Themes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Table D1</strong></td>
<td><strong>Individual Participant Themes Contributing to Each Overarching Theme of Analysis</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Theme 1: Loss and continued bonds in a mother-mediated dynamic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Theme 2: Objects as manifestations of relational and meaningful memories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Theme 3: Exerting existence and continued connection to others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Theme 4: A continued bond through physical presence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Theme 5: Evolving expressions of love and fatherhood.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steve</td>
<td>‘I’ve heard that she said she felt a kick but I haven’t felt my baby’: a mother-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>mediated physical connection.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘its connected to your baby but it’s not connected to you and your baby together’:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>physical manifestation of relational memories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘if people remember him then it’s not just me’:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘this is my way of him coming to my rugby matches with me’:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘something that any parent would instinctively do whether their child was alive or</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘the closest you will ever get to those shared</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘you draw back on the things that you did in anticipation of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘His baby didn’t die the mum’s baby died’: societal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Views on masculinity and father-baby relationships</td>
<td>The relationship you were going to have’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael</td>
<td>Holding only onto objects that are meaningful, symbolic linked to shared experiences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘We don't hide them, the children grew up knowing’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
about them’: facilitating continued relationship with siblings

‘Their death does not erase their existence’: reclaiming babies life after their death ‘They were not beautiful… they were really quite frightening’: managing the shock of their appearance

‘they had their own personal identity’: developing personhood in utero

‘my memory or my losses become part of his life’: ‘as the years go by, the bond becomes stronger’: use of objects

Phil ‘once I held her… that’s where it became real.’ ‘when I turn to the to a box and I look at pictures and I look at

‘my memory or my losses become part of his life’: ‘as the years go by, the bond becomes stronger’: use of objects
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nick</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‘when I go through her box, it literally transports you to it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good, bad, or indifferent’: objects connected to memories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘reminding people that these children exist’:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘it was just her body… I didn’t have that connection’:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘I’m really proud of the person that she’s changed me into’:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecting through transitional objects</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- clothing they’re my memories’: importance of continued connection to others
- objects represent memories
- ‘it was a beautiful time’: time with the baby deepening and continuing the bond
- Baby’s continued impact on father’s life
- ‘Good, bad, or indifferent’: objects connected to memories
- ‘reminding people that these children exist’:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>John</th>
<th>‘knowing you can’t do’</th>
<th>‘it reminds me of her dying, rather than thinking of her’</th>
<th>Facilitating baby’s continued relationship with others</th>
<th>‘we’ve got somewhere to go… regardless whether she’s there or not’: connection through a place</th>
<th>‘a connection that I was ready for’: changing states and readiness for relationship and objects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘either properly… trying to have that time with [baby] knowing that that’s not helping [mother]’: continued relationships in complex family systems</td>
<td>‘{baby’s name} was a baby… she was just a few weeks away form being full term’: assigning babyhood in late pregnancy’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘trying to find her to say can I dress her… but they’d’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
|      | | | | | }

- ‘to replace the fact that she isn’t physically here, to have her name around’: objects to connect to present
- ‘I can't show her the love in the normal way.’: expressions of love in the context of loss
already done it’: the hospital context as a barrier to continued relationships

Lars  ‘I was very happy to take a back seat’: a hierarchy of parent-infant relationships

The importance of exchanging between father and baby

Connecting to family in the present: ‘we’ll keep you here and remember you here’

‘I really felt something kick in’: building and continuing the bond with my baby

‘he might have died before he was born but he was still a person’: exerting my baby’s existence to and in the world

‘the time that we had with them was going to be the only time we were going to have with them’: making the most of our time

normal way.’: Equity of love with other children
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Critical reflections on researching fathers’ experiences of perinatal bereavement.

The critical appraisal will supplement both research papers presented through in-depth and critical reflection. It will explore the strengths and critically engage with limitations, offering my own reflections on the challenges and my experiences of conducting this research. It will offer further space to explore the clinical and research implications of both papers.

Presented in the first section of this thesis, a systematic review of the literature explored and synthesized fathers’ experiences of support following perinatal loss, including miscarriage, stillbirth, and infant death. Most notably, this review outlined fathers’ experiences of masking their grief and emotions due to traditional societal gender scripts, with fathers reporting the existence of their support needs, despite outward appearances. In line with notions of masculinity, fathers also reflected on the dynamic of being a protector for the mother of the baby whilst managing their own grief reactions. Fathers felt they were suppressing their own emotions as both themselves and others felt showing their emotions would upset the mother, and that the mother’s wellbeing was of higher importance. Such experiences were felt in hospital and care settings, with fathers conveying a sense of being unacknowledged, ignored and treated like “luggage that the wife brings”, rather than fathers with their own equally important support needs. Finally, fathers reflected on the support offered, both the positives and drawbacks to this, with suggestions of new more male centric methods of offering support to bereaved fathers.

The research presented in the second section of this thesis provides a novel, interpretative account of fathers’ lived experiences of stillbirth, with a focus on relationships, continued bonds, and the use of objects. The findings of the research highlight the highly emotive, relational, and meaningful experience of fathers through several themes. Fathers
experience the loss in a context by which the mother-infant relationship is privileged, and men’s fatherhood diminished and unacknowledged. Working against this mother-mediated dynamic, fathers reflected on the evolving expressions of fatherhood between themselves and their babies over time. Expressions such as protecting, loving, and caring for their babies were present throughout pregnancy, loss and afterwards, with objects linked to these interactions becoming particularly powerful. The fathers reflected on various uses of objects; as a connection to the relationship between themselves and their babies, to replace their baby’s physical presence in the home and to continue the bonds between their baby, the world and their family and friends.

**Strengths and Limitations of the Research**

**Systematic Literature Review**

The systematic literature review brought strength in its synthesis of findings specific to fathers’ experiences of support following perinatal loss, a synthesis as far as the author is aware that has not previously been published. The findings contributed to a novel conceptualization of fathers’ experiences of support following perinatal loss, conveying the cyclical nature of barriers to being offered and accessing support.

It is important to note the inclusion of all types of perinatal loss in the search strategy, including miscarriage, stillbirth, and infant death. This approach was chosen due to the dearth of research investigating fathers’ experiences of any individual loss type, with a search comprising all loss types yielding significantly more studies resulting in a set of relevant studies for the review. Although different, each type of loss shares the common element of societal stigma around the loss and the limited social connection between the baby and the world which creates likely disenfranchised grief (Lang et al., 2011). However, miscarriage, stillbirth, and infant death are all very different contexts in which to experience bereavement and as such the experiences of support following each loss type may vary.
The decision to exclude papers comprising interviews with parents who identified as men or fathers but were not the partner of the parent carrying the pregnancy, was one that came with a difficult dilemma. The phenomenon of study for the review was the experiences of fathers who typically occupy the role of partner to the person carrying the baby. Upon reading papers in which transexual men or non-binary parents were interviewed about their experiences of perinatal loss, my initial decision was to include such papers as the parents identified as fathers. However, on further reading, most parents interviewed carried the pregnancy and so despite meeting the criteria for identifying as male or a father, their experiences of loss are likely to be intrinsically linked with the physical experience of carrying the pregnancy. After discussion with my research supervisor, we decided that this experience presents as unique to that of cisgendered fathers, particularly considering the findings from the empirical paper that highlighted the difficulties of a dynamic in which the person carrying the pregnancy receives the most consideration and support. For this reason, such papers were excluded from the review.

Despite not being included in this review, it is important to consider the similarities and differences in experience for gender diverse fathers. The majority of transexual men and non-binary parents interviewed found that hospital staff were supportive in their use of gender affirming language and reassurance that the loss was not due to their gender diversity but was a common pregnancy outcome overall (Riggs et al., 2020). Such findings are clearly unique to the experiences of this population. However, similar experiences were found where parents felt that they received little support following their loss and parents who did not carry the pregnancy, felt that any support that was available was aimed towards the person carrying the baby (Riggs et al., 2020). Building on the experiences of cisgender men, it seems the participants in the study also experienced dismissal and lack of understanding from family, however the added judgement and stigma associated with pregnancy within a gender diverse
context served to further compound this lack of support (Riggs et al., 2020). Given the similarities in findings surrounding the experiences of support, it is likely the exclusion of this paper had little impact on the results for the literature review. However, the unique findings highlight the need for research to understand the experiences of perinatal loss in gender diverse populations.

Finally, although the present research had strength in its inclusion of international papers representing participants from 8 countries, the majority of papers were conducted in western countries. Consequently, the application of findings should not be considered as the universal experiences of fathers across cultures.

**Empirical Paper**

The empirical paper added a richness and depth to the existing literature on fathers’ experiences of stillbirth, with novelty in the consideration of this through a lens of continuing bonds and use of objects. The use of interpretative phenomenological analysis (IPA) was paramount to achieving this richness of analysis, with findings rooted in an interpretation of the fathers’ own meaning making around their experiences. The depth of analysis allowed for the discovery of themes with meaningful clinical implications. Furthermore, the act of conducting interviews with fathers gave them a platform to explore their experiences. Through focusing solely on fathers’ experiences, a key clinical implication of the paper was manifested from the start, through acknowledging, validating, and strengthening stories of fatherhood in the context of loss.

Nevertheless, the study had limitations. Importantly, the sample was biased towards white, western experiences of stillbirth. It is essential to consider the cultural variations in bereavement practices and rituals. This approach to studying bereavement aims to avoid the binary and medicalized view of grief where responses to loss are “policed”, with the
construction of appropriate grief intrinsically liked to a history of colonialism in which dominant, western views of grieving were positioned as the right way (Hamilton et al., 2022). Rooted in this colonial thinking, a distinction between typical and complicated grief was made, with diagnosis of “complicated grief disorder” becoming possible (Horowitz et al., 2003).

The existence of such a diagnosis is problematic when considering the cultural variations in grief response. The suggestion of a universal right way to grieve is perhaps a social construction rooted in a colonially biased way of thinking (Neimeyer, 2006; Rosenblatt, 2017). In considering the theory of continued bonds specifically, though this may seem a new way to think about bereavement in western society, in many cultures around the world contact with the deceased and a continued relationship with them is encouraged and a highly typical grief response (Rothaupt & Becker, 2007). In this way it becomes important to recognise that the experiences of the fathers in the present study, particularly the desire for fathers to facilitate a continued bond between their baby and others, may seem unique to a western sample because this continued relationship is not seen as typical by western society. It is also vital to acknowledge the communities across the world in which this concept of continuing bonds is inherent in their culture and has historically been viewed as atypical or has been pathologized through a western and colonial lens.

Further limiting the sample was the self-selecting online methodology of recruitment which resulted in a sample biased to fathers who were involved in perinatal loss community networks online and in person. This meant that for most of the fathers interviewed, their stories of stillbirth had been spoken about several times through involvement in multiple projects in the past. Though a strength in allowing the fathers to bring eloquent and highly meaningful reflections on their experiences, the transcripts from these fathers did feel much easier to analyse and interpret than those fathers who were not as involved in the perinatal
loss community. These fathers seemed less able to quickly articulate the deep meaning behind their experiences and took time to warm up to explore things in this way. I noticed and reflected on these differences throughout interviews using a reflective journal. This excerpt from my journal highlights how I ensured a balanced representation of each of the participants in analysis:

In today’s interview it felt more difficult to get to deeper meaning behind the father’s experiences, and the interview was much shorter than others. On reflection, I think the length of interview is ok as I got enough data to contribute to answering the research question. I need to take care to ensure I represent this participant’s voice in equal measure to others who may have spoken in more depth and detail.

In embracing IPA as an overall approach to the analysis, it was possible to focus on achieving a balance between individual participant stories and a “phenomenological core” of the experience across participants (Larkin et al., 2006, p. 117). In this way I was able to draw together the similarities across fathers’ experiences despite differences in individual meaning making or how experiences were communicated.

It is also important to acknowledge the sample size of six fathers and to critically reflect on the homogeneity of the group. The study aimed to interview between 6-12 participants and achieved this aim. Crucially, an IPA approach, and in turn this study, does not aim to offer an objective truth of a given phenomenon, rather it assumes that the data collected illuminates a person’s experience of a given phenomenon in a rich, reflective and personal account (Smith et al., 2009). To allow this rich personal meaning to be studied and for commonalities and divergencies to be appraised for a group of participants, I sought a homogenous group of fathers who had experienced stillbirth, defined as loss after 20 weeks gestation. This definition of stillbirth was chosen due to efforts from the baby loss
community to recognise losses that occur earlier than the national definition of 24 weeks, that involve the delivery of a baby who would have been viable (Fairbairn, 2018). As such, although the fathers in the study experienced loss from a range of time points, some as early as 22 weeks, others as late as full term, all fathers shared the experience of their partner going through labour, and their baby being born at a point where survival could have been possible. In this way the sample was homogenous in that the participants had a shared experience that could contribute to answering the research question (Brocki & Wearden, 2006). However, there were variations in experience that are important to consider. Most notably, for one father loss occurred after a fetal diagnosis was made and he and the mother were advised to seek medical termination. Although this differed from the other fathers’ experiences, who discovered their baby had passed away via routine ultrasounds or other medical examinations, this father’s experiences of loss, continued bonds and use of objects did not differ significantly from that of the other fathers. In this way, though the experience was different, the father was able to contribute to answering the research question in the same way as other participants, by sharing his experiences of a relationship with his baby and his use of objects.

Finally, the interviews were conducted within the context of a global pandemic and resulting restrictions in place meant that interviews were conducted remotely. It is important to consider the strength this brought to the research in that participants did not have to travel to attend interviews widening the geographical pool of participants. However, a recent study compared the amount of useful data collected in remote compared to face-to-face interviews, concluding that remote interviews compromised the richness of data collected (Johnson et al., 2019). It is important to consider however that the interviewers in Johnson et al (2019) rated the quality of interviews equally across the remote and face-to-face group. Furthermore, remote video interviews have been rated as preferable to face-to-face or telephone interviews
by those who have participated in remote interviews (Archibald et al., 2019). Importantly the
global context that followed the publication of these studies forced researchers to use remote
interviews and to think creatively about overcoming any limitations in this approach.
Guidelines for conducting remote research in the COVID-19 context have since been
published (Engward et al., 2022; Hensen et al., 2021) and were followed throughout the
interviews conducted. Namely, I was sensitive to signs of distress that may be more subtle
through a video interview and was aware of the added invasiveness of conducting an
interview within the participant’s own space, encouraging participants to find a safe space to
attend the video meeting.

**Personal Reflections**

**My Position in the Research**

My initial interest in this area of research was influenced by my passion for perinatal
psychology, with perinatal loss not something I had specifically worked in previously. The
initial idea for the study was one investigating experiences of receiving an object following
perinatal loss, however through reviewing the existing literature, it became apparent that
fathers were a neglected group, sparking an interest for me to bridge this gap.

As I approached this research study, I was acutely aware of my position as a female
who has not experienced perinatal loss, seeking to investigate male fathers’ experiences of
this deeply distressing event. During some interviews I thought back to sudden bereavements
I have experienced in my life, and the profound impacts these have had on me. This meant
that although perinatal loss seemed distant, the experience of a sudden and traumatic
bereavement is something I have personal experience of. I believe having experienced the
death of my dad and brother at a young age meant that I had an appreciation and
understanding of bereavement that is unexpected. There were experiences described that did
mirror my own, particularly fathers conveying difficulty when asked how many children they have and knowing that for some they could include their stillborn baby and talk about them, where for others they may avoid this topic. I had an ease of understanding this, having experienced being asked how many siblings I have throughout my adult life and grappling with the same dilemma. Throughout the research I noted and reflected on these similarities in a reflective diary as the excerpt below shows:

Today’s interview felt more emotive than others, perhaps because his experiences of finding out his baby had died mirrored the ways I found out Matthew had died, suddenly, over the phone, and completely unexpected, in a different city and having to travel home as quickly as I could. I felt quickly able to empathise with this dad, so I need to keep an eye on how this impacts my understanding and analysis of his experiences compared to other participants.

Noticing and journaling about these similarities helped me to keep in mind my position in the research and how this may impact my analysis, as well as in managing my emotions whilst investigating a distressing topic.

Given my personal position, and the highly emotive and personally meaningful experiences the fathers explored within interviews, the process of completing interviews was at times emotional on a personal level. Hearing stories of death, loss and bereavement is upsetting in and of itself, but thinking about the taboo and stigma the fathers experienced when faced with perinatal bereavement and the experience of their babies’ lives being dismissed, was difficult to hear. Despite throughout the interview feeling able to manage these emotions, showing empathy and not hiding my feelings, whilst maintaining a protective personal distance from them, following interviews and throughout the process of completing the thesis I have noticed myself thinking much more about infertility, loss and stillbirth both
for myself and a friend who is currently pregnant. Although difficult at times, I am grateful for this impact of the research. I am now more aware of and able to challenge the stigma and taboo around perinatal loss, talking about it openly and I would like to think I am in a much better position to be a support to friends should they experience perinatal loss.

**Reflections on the Research Process**

In approaching the research as somebody new to research broadly, particularly research into male experiences and emotion, I had an assumption that recruitment may be difficult and that the fathers who did take part may be reluctant to talk about their feelings. This assumption was rooted both in my bias as a female but was also borne out in narratives of research which suggest that fathers are a “hard-to-reach” group (Leach et al., 2019; Mitchell et al., 2007). To overcome this, I approached the study with fathers in mind, making sure to aim recruitment at fathers alone, to not rely on mothers as a gatekeeper to fathers and to display flexibility that may allow fathers to engage more easily. Such strategies have been put forward by researchers experienced in recruiting fathers as a way of overcoming barriers, such as fathers feeling their opinions are less valued, and logistical conflicts with work and childcare (Macfadyen et al., 2011). Importantly, using father specific, rather than gender neutral terminology when recruiting for research increases engagement from fathers (Leach et al., 2019). My experience of conducting research with a group of fathers challenged my prior assumption regarding men and expression of emotion. The fathers interviewed were able to access and articulate deep and personal meaning and emotion freely, discussing this openly without need for immense effort on my part to access this.

**Clinical Implications and Future Research**

The clinical implications of this research are vast, both in terms of clinical services offering support but also on a societal level. It is clear from the findings of both the empirical
paper and literature review that fathers feel unacknowledged in their fatherhood and grief. As such it is important to challenge societal narratives of masculinity, fatherhood and perinatal loss, reclaiming the right for fathers to grieve for their babies and for them to be included in the efforts to support families post-loss. Although one could argue challenging societal narratives lies outside the remit of a clinical psychologist, many believe in equipping clinical psychologists to work for social justice and societal change where societal inequalities impact the individual’s wellbeing (Toporek & Suyemoto, 2014). Interestingly, men are rarely considered as a group in need of this social justice work, though throughout this work I have come to realise the power of feminist social justice in this context for men as well as women. Societal gendered expectations for men, to be strong, support women and show no emotion in this context serve to harm fathers who suppress their own feelings to support their partners. Dismantling the patriarchal system that sets such expectations is of benefit to women in many ways, but in this context has been used for the benefit of men in attending to the issues of gender roles and masculinity within feminist therapy for men (Mintz & Tager, 2013).

In terms of service provision, the research provides important insights into fathers’ experiences of loss and subsequent support. Such insights provide useful recommendations for any professionals supporting fathers who have experienced perinatal loss. Importantly, involving fathers in the memory making processes around the time of the loss can be a powerful experience in which fathers can express their fatherhood and collect objects that are strongly linked not just to their baby but to the relationship between themselves and their baby. Given strong findings in both papers that fathers can feel ignored, neglected and less important than the mother, it becomes imperative that professionals strive to include fathers in offers of support and all conversations around the loss experience. Doing so not only offers fathers the opportunity to engage with support but acknowledges their fatherhood and importance in the experience, conveying the message that their grief experience is valid and
important. Professionals can further validate fatherhood by talking to fathers about their stillborn babies, recognising that the relationship they built with them during pregnancy may continue to grow and develop.

Future research should aim to fill the gaps in my own research, particularly in the sample of study. Both the empirical paper and the systematic review failed to include parents who identified as gender or sexually diverse. Furthermore, in cases where conception was achieved with support, the relationship between a parent and the baby may be physically distant in a similar way to the fathers in this study. For instance, through the use of a surrogate, the experience of loss presents a different context in which a third person ‘owns’ this physical connection to the baby, which may impact both parents in similar or perhaps different ways.

Finally, to address the support needs of fathers in absence of a robust evidence-base of interventions and service provision, a community psychology, co-production approach could prove useful. In such an approach, a group of fathers would co-produce a support service with service providers, with their knowledge and expertise on fathers’ experiences of loss paramount to the development of the service. Not only would this develop a service in line with fathers’ needs but given the suggestion that indirect support can be helpful to fathers, involvement in such a project may serve as an avenue of support for fathers in and of itself. Investigating the effectiveness of such a process would prove useful building an evidence base for effective support for fathers experiencing perinatal loss.

**Conclusion**

This thesis is the result of a significant amount of time, effort, and passion to highlight the experiences of a group of parents whose experiences and feelings are often left neglected. Though the work presented with challenge, I have greatly valued the opportunity to critically
engage with and add to the literature base and to develop a deeper understanding of loss, continued bonds, and the use of objects within the context of stillbirth. I hope the research proves useful for professionals supporting fathers who have experienced loss. Moreover, I hope the findings can be used to continue to challenge societal narratives that position fathers as less effected by perinatal loss and less attached to their babies, and to strengthen the narrative that positions fathers as fathers, mourning the loss of their child.
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2. Please state the aims and objectives of the project (no more than 150 words, in lay-person’s language):

**Data Management**

*For additional guidance on data management, please go to [Research Data Management webpage](mailto:rdm@lancaster.ac.uk), or email the RDM support email: rdm@lancaster.ac.uk*

3. Please describe briefly the data or records to be studied, or the evaluation to be undertaken.

4a. How will any data or records be obtained?

4b. Will you be gathering data from websites, discussion forums and on-line ‘chat-rooms’? [ ]

4c. If yes, where relevant has permission / agreement been secured from the website moderator? [ ]

4d. If you are only using those sites that are open access and do not require registration, have you made your intentions clear to other site users? [ ]

4e. If no, please give your reasons
5. What plans are in place for the storage, back-up, security and documentation of data (electronic, digital, paper, etc)? Note who will be responsible for deleting the data at the end of the storage period. Please ensure that your plans comply with General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and the (UK) Data Protection Act 2018.

6a. Is the secondary data you will be using in the public domain? **No**

6b. If NO, please indicate the original purpose for which the data was collected, and comment on whether consent was gathered for additional later use of the data.

Please answer the following question *only* if you have not completed a Data Management Plan for an external funder

7a. How will you share and preserve the data underpinning your publications for at least 10 years e.g. PURE?

7b. Are there any restrictions on sharing your data?

8. **Confidentiality and Anonymity**

a. Will you take the necessary steps to assure the anonymity of subjects, including in subsequent publications? **Yes**

b. How will the confidentiality and anonymity of participants who provided the original data be maintained?

9. What are the plans for dissemination of findings from the research?
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SECTION THREE

Complete this section if your project includes direct involvement by human subjects

1. Summary of research protocol in lay terms (indicative maximum length 150 words):

There is a large amount of research into mothers’ experience of stillbirth, with some studies looking specifically at the expression of continuing bonds. A continuing bond is an ongoing relationship with the deceased following the loss. One expression of continuing bonds is through use of objects, such as photos, footprints, or soft toys. Research looking at fathers’ experiences of stillbirth and expression of continuing bonds is lacking. Therefore, the study aims to investigate the formation of pre-natal relationships and continuation of these post-loss through use of objects in fathers following stillbirth. The study will also appraise the ways in which fathers cope with the psychological impact of the loss. Interviews with 6-12 fathers will explore the psychological impact of the loss, with data analysed through Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (IPA) to identify fathers’ unique experiences and meaning making. This will have important implications for services working with fathers experiencing stillbirth, informing the support offered.

2. Anticipated project dates (month and year only)

Start date: March 2021
End date: March 2022

Data Collection and Management

For additional guidance on data management, please go to Research Data Management webpage, or email the RDM support email: rdm@lancaster.ac.uk

3. Please describe the sample of participants to be studied (including maximum & minimum number, age, gender):

Between 6 and 12 fathers who have experienced stillbirth. Stillbirth will be defined as a baby born 20 weeks and later, showing no signs of life.

It is important to note that there are varying definitions of stillbirth. The world health organisation specifies this as birth with no signs of life after 28 weeks, the NHS specifies the same, but after 24 weeks. The perinatal loss community however recognise that such definitions are based in dated research on chances of survival, prior to advancements in medicine that mean babies are now viable much earlier on in pregnancy. As such there are campaigns to change the definition to birth after 20 weeks showing no signs of life. As such,
the study will define stillbirth as stated above (post 20 weeks). This will allow a wider pool of participants who have experienced the stillbirth of a baby that would have been viable should they have been born early but healthy.

Inclusion Criteria
Participants will:
• Identify as male
• Have experienced a stillbirth in the last 10 years (defined as the loss of a baby from 20 weeks onwards).
• Identify as having used an object to facilitate an ongoing relationship post-stillbirth/cope with the loss.
• Be aged 18 or older.

Exclusion Criteria
Participants will not:
• Have experienced the most recent stillbirth in the 6 months prior to taking part in the study

Should the above criteria result in too few participants; criteria will be widened to include practices as well as objects. This inclusion criteria will become ‘Identify as having used either an object or a practice (such as lighting candles) to facilitate an ongoing relationship post-stillbirth/to cope with the loss’.

4. How will participants be recruited and from where? Be as specific as possible. Ensure that you provide the full versions of all recruitment materials you intend to use with this application (e.g. adverts, flyers, posters).

Participants will be recruited through two sources: through recruiting organisations and online. Two organisations so far have agreed to support recruitment: ‘Aching Arms’ (a charity providing transitional objects to bereaved parents) and ‘Dad Matters’ (an organisation that works with fathers in the perinatal period). An information sheet and poster will be shared with fathers via the recruiting organisations. This will allow recruitment of fathers who may not see advertisement via online platforms. The information sheet will be shared through professional (not personal) social media accounts to further advertise the study. The principal researcher will also use a professional Twitter account to connect with further relevant organisations to promote the study. Advertisements and the participant information sheet will clearly state the criteria for taking part (i.e. time since loss, type of loss) to avoid fathers who do not meet this criteria volunteering. Advertisements for the study will request that fathers email or call the principal researcher to volunteer to take part in the study. The advertisements will include a number for a research mobile phone provided by the university to keep the principal researcher’s number private. The principal researcher will then phone...
the participant to confirm that they meet criteria for taking part before sending further participation information documents and arranging the video or phone call for interview. Recruitment will continue until enough interviews have been competed to meet the intended sample size. Participants will be informed of this on the participation information sheet which will outline that it may not be possible for everyone who expresses interest to take part in the study.

5. Briefly describe your data collection and analysis methods, and the rationale for their use.

After the principal researcher has confirmed with the potential participant that they meet criteria for taking part in the study, a link to a short demographic survey will be emailed to them to complete online. This will also contain the participation information sheet, with statements of consent which participants will confirm their agreement with.

Semi-structured interviews will follow an interview schedule, which will outline the topics to be explored with potential questions to use to do this, and flexibility to explore topics beyond the questions listed.

Topics that will be covered in each of the interviews are as follows:

- Experience of building relationship in pregnancy
- Experience of stillbirth itself (with exploration of how fathers related to the baby within this)
- Experience of relationship with the baby following the loss (both immediate and long term)
- An exploration of the use of objects at each of the stages outlined above.
- If not explored during discussion of above topics, fathers will be asked about prior experiences of perinatal loss and of any of children they have

It is possible that during exploration of the above topics, fathers will talk about any other children they have or any other experiences of perinatal loss. This information will be important both in exploring the experiences of the fathers and in describing the homogeneity of experiences within the sample. Should the fathers not share this information naturally, I will ask questions such as the following, sensitively, to obtain the information:

1. Other than the most recent stillbirth you have experienced, do you have other experiences of perinatal loss? (either miscarriage, stillbirth or infant death up to the age of 1)
2. Do you have any other children?
3. If yes to Q2: were any of these children born following your child that was stillborn?
4. How long (in years, months) has it been since your most recent experience of stillbirth?

It is possible that the inclusion of such questions could convey the distressing message often given to bereaved parents of ‘at least you have other children’ or ‘at least you know you can have children’. To mitigate this potential distress, discussions of such topics will be handled sensitively, with a message such as the following:

‘The experience of stillbirth is a difficult one no matter what your circumstance. Often it is assumed that the experience is ‘easier’ if you have living children or are able to become pregnant again. In reality, everybody experiences difficult events like this in varied ways and where for some this would bring comfort, for others it may do quite the opposite. Nevertheless, for the study to appraise these issues, it is important to have a sense of the broad experiences of the participants in terms of prior perinatal losses, live births and the presence of living children.’

Interviews will be conducted via telephone or video link (Microsoft Teams) due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Video link software will be used whenever accessible to the participant. Microsoft teams will be used for video calls where calls can be recorded. A ‘pick-up’ device will be used to record phone calls with the principal researcher personal mobile (using withheld number). Following each interview, the recording will be saved to an encrypted memory stick for future analysis. As soon as possible recordings will be transferred from the memory stick onto the University file store (H: drive).

Since interviews will be conducted remotely it is likely that participants will be taking part from their own homes. Participants will be asked to consider this, both when scheduling a date for the meeting and through the participation information sheet. Similarly, the distress caused from discussing the sensitive topic of stillbirth may be heightened in a virtual rather than face to face meeting. This will also be outlined to participants both in the consent procedure and in requesting participants pick a comfortable space for the interview.

The principal researcher will individually transcribe and type each interview without the use of software, to develop familiarity with the data and prepare this for further analysis. Each transcript will then be analysed using Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis, through the following steps, taken from Pietkiewicz & Smith (2014), in an iterative process:

1. Read transcript and create initial codes
2. Group the codes, appraise relationships between codes and groups
3. Creative interpretative narrative summaries for the groups
4. ‘bracket’ the emerging themes before moving onto next transcript.
Each transcript will be analysed in isolation, with emerging themes ‘bracketed’ before the next transcript is analysed. This reduces potential bias that the researcher may bring from the analyses of one father’s experience to the next.

A second researcher will code one transcript to compare analysis, identifying potential assumptions made by the principal researcher about the data.

One all transcripts are analysed individually, similarities and differences across the transcripts will be appraised and analysed.

Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis will allow for the unique experiences of fathers, and their own meaning making around these experiences, to be central to research findings. This approach has been chosen to address the methodological flaws in the existing literature on perinatal loss and fathers, with the use of bias outcome measures in quantitative studies and limited qualitative research with focus on fathers’ unique experiences.

Descriptive statistics will be conducted on the demographic information to present the key characteristics of the sample.

6. What plan is in place for the storage, back-up, security and documentation of data (electronic, digital, paper, etc.)? Note who will be responsible for deleting the data at the end of the storage period. Please ensure that your plans comply with General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and the (UK) Data Protection Act 2018.

Demographic information will be collected from each participant for the purpose of reporting the demographic make-up of the sample in my report. This data will be collected electronically in an anonymised survey using the Universities software, Qualtrics. Within an email inviting participants to complete the survey, participants will also be given a unique participant number to enter within this survey. Data from this survey will be downloaded and stored in an excel spreadsheet. The unique participant code will allow the principal researcher to link survey responses with the corresponding client, however the participant code will not be shared outside of the research team, so the data held within the excel spreadsheet will remain anonymous. This spreadsheet will be stored on the university file store (H: Drive), only the principal researcher will have access to this file.

Audio and video recordings will be transferred to an encrypted USB immediately post-interview, and to the university file store as soon as possible thereafter. The interviews will be transcribed by the principal researcher who will save transcriptions onto the University file
store (H: drive), both the principal researcher and research supervisor will have access to the transcripts.

The research supervisor will act as custodian for the data for the duration of the study. The principal researcher will hold responsibility for the collection and safe storage of the data until the end of the DClinPsy course. Following this the data will be transferred to the Research Coordinator (Sarah Heard), who will be responsible for the deletion of the data 10 years following completion of the project.

7. Will audio or video recording take place? □ no ☒ audio ☒ video

a. Please confirm that portable devices (laptop, USB drive etc) will be encrypted where they are used for identifiable data. If it is not possible to encrypt your portable devices, please comment on the steps you will take to protect the data.

The principal researcher’s personal laptop will be used to record phone calls (via a pickup device) and video calls conducted through Microsoft Teams. The recording function on Microsoft Teams will give the person who records the meeting (i.e. the interviewer) the option to download the recording and delete it from the Microsoft Teams system. This laptop is encrypted, and password protected. The principal researcher also has access to an encrypted USB, which recordings will be transferred to immediately following an interview. Recordings will remain on this USB until it is possible to transfer them to the University file store (H:drive) which if working from home can be done via the VPN.

b What arrangements have been made for audio/video data storage? At what point in the research will tapes/digital recordings/files be destroyed?

Audio and Video data will be stored on the University file store (H:drive) until the completion and publication of the project, since the principal researcher may need to access these during the process of examination on the project and during the process of publication. At this point the principal researcher will destroy all video and audio recordings.

Please answer the following questions only if you have not completed a Data Management Plan for an external funder

8a. How will you share and preserve the data underpinning your publications for at least 10 years e.g. PURE?
The data will be transferred to the Research Coordinator (Sarah Heard) at the end of the DClinPsy course using password protected files. The Research Coordinator will be responsible for the deletion of the data 10 years following completion of the project. The supervisor (Craig Murray) will act as data custodian and along with the research team will make decisions on who can access the data.

8b. Are there any restrictions on sharing your data?

Due to the small sample size, and sharing of findings with recruiting organisations, it is possible that even after full anonymisation that participants will be identifiable by those reading the published research or attending presentations of the findings. As such, data will not be shared and requests for data will be handled by the Faculty of Health and Medicine.

9. Consent
   a. Will you take all necessary steps to obtain the voluntary and informed consent of the prospective participant(s) or, in the case of individual(s) not capable of giving informed consent, the permission of a legally authorised representative in accordance with applicable law? **yes**

   b. Detail the procedure you will use for obtaining consent?

   Following expression of interest and confirmation that participants meet criteria for involvement, participants will be sent an email containing a participant information sheet and asked to take adequate time to read and consider this information before confirming they wish to take part in the study via a survey linked in the email. The survey will ask participants to indicate their agreement for a series of statements of consent. At the start of each interview participants will be asked if they have read and understood the participant information sheet and invited to ask any questions they have about this information, before confirming with verbal consent to participate. Verbal consent will be recorded and stored as a separate audio file from the interview.

10. What discomfort (including psychological eg distressing or sensitive topics), inconvenience or danger could be caused by participation in the project? Please indicate plans to address these potential risks. State the timescales within which participants may withdraw from the study, noting your reasons.

   The topic of stillbirth is a sensitive one, particularly for those with first-hand experience of this. Furthermore, since some research has suggested that fathers mask their distress in order to support the mother of the stillborn child (Armstrong, 2001), it is possible that the fathers interviewed have not spoken about the experience of stillbirth in the depth that the interview may be. Therefore, there is potential for psychological distress to arise both during and following an interview. To minimise this distress, the interview schedule has been sent to the field supervisor for stakeholder feedback on the sensitivity of the questions and topics, with
confirmation from the field supervisor that the interview schedule is appropriately sensitive. Participants will be informed of the potential for distress to arise prior to completing the interview and reminded of this at the start of the interview.

Since interviews will be conducted via video link or over the phone, signs of potential distress in the participant may be less easily noticed. For this reason, the interviewer will pay attention to more subtle signs of distress such as long pauses and silences. Participants will be informed at the start of an interview that their level of distress will be monitored, and that since these can be more difficult to pick up over the phone or video the interviewer may ask them occasionally how they are feeling.

Should any signs of potential distress arise, the interview will be paused, and the participant will be asked how they are feeling. If the participant reports feeling able to continue the interview, this will continue. If the participants report distress, the participant will be asked if they feel able to continue talking about their experiences. At this point the participant can decide whether to take a short break before continuing, take a break and continue the interview another day or finish the interview entirely. The interviewer will use their clinical skills to manage any distress that arises during the interview.

Within the consent procedure, and at the start of each interview a confidentiality agreement will be explored. This will inform the participant that should the interviewer become concerned for the safety of themselves or of others that they may have to break confidentiality.

All participants will be given and/or emailed a debriefing document, following the interview, that will outline the potential for distress to arise in the time after the interview, with contact details for sources of support should the participant wish to seek this. If distress arises during the interview, participants will be reminded that they will receive this document following the interview and should contact support services should they require them. Participants that display distress will also be offered a follow-up call later that day or the next day, to check in with them.

The main support service fathers will be signposted to is Stillbirth and Neonatal Death charity (SANDS) who offer a helpline and email contact for support as well as local support groups, an online community, and a bereavement support app.

The interviewer will complete a training course from SANDS which is freely available and aims to offer suggestions and guidance on talking to parents who have experienced the loss of a baby. This is available online at https://www.sands.org.uk/about-sands/media-centre/news/2019/09/national-bereavement-care-pathway-launches-e-learning-module
Since interviews will be conducted remotely, it is possible that fathers will be taking part in the interview from their own homes. Participants will be reminded of this and asked to find a quiet and private space at home to take the call. Participants will be reminded that the interview will involve discussing very personal experiences of stillbirth and that they will be responsible for finding a space to take the interview call that will allow them to talk openly.

Participants will be informed that they have the right to withdraw from the study at any point leading up to and including the interview and will have 2 weeks following this to withdraw their consent and data from the research. Participants will be informed that following this time it is likely that their data has been analysed and can no longer be withdrawn from the study.

11. What potential risks may exist for the researcher(s)? Please indicate plans to address such risks (for example, noting the support available to you; counselling considerations arising from the sensitive or distressing nature of the research/topic; details of the lone worker plan you will follow, and the steps you will take).

The topic of study is a sensitive and potentially upsetting one. Discussing experiences of stillbirth with bereaved parents may be upsetting to the interviewer and as such it will be important to utilise support networks available. These include the research supervisor and clinical tutor on the DClinPsy course. It is also possible that issues of risk arise from the participants (for example, risk of self-harm/suicide), the interviewer can again make use of support networks available to manage this. Particularly the interviewer can seek support and advice from the research supervisor. Since the interviewer may need timely support following an interview, and the research supervisor may not always be immediately available due to other work commitments, the interviewer may also contact one of three Doctorate in Clinical Psychology course directors for support, should any immediate issues arise, and the research supervisor is unavailable.

12. Whilst we do not generally expect direct benefits to participants as a result of this research, please state here any that result from completion of the study.

It is possible that the fathers who take part in the study have not spoken about their experiences of stillbirth in as much depth as the interview will encourage. As such it may be beneficial for participants to have the opportunity to share their experiences.

13. Details of any incentives/payments (including out-of-pocket expenses) made to participants:

No incentives or payments will be made to participants.
14. Confidentiality and Anonymity

a. Will you take the necessary steps to assure the anonymity of subjects, including in subsequent publications? [yes]

b. Please include details of how the confidentiality and anonymity of participants will be ensured, and the limits to confidentiality.

Participants will be informed that identifiable data will be omitted or anonymised upon data storage and thereafter, including analysis, presentation of findings and publication. Audio and video recordings will be saved under a participant number and interview date rather than a name. Demographic information from the Qualtrics survey will be recorded in a spreadsheet against participant codes. Demographic data will be presented in a table to outline the gender, age etc. of each participant, though this individual data will be anonymised and confidential in the report. Participants will be informed that video/phone call recordings as well as demographic data will be stored safely on the University file store with only the research team able to view this file. Participants will be informed however, that it is impossible to anonymise their identities within the recording themselves, due to either their face being visible over teams or their voice over a phone call.

15. If relevant, describe the involvement of your target participant group in the design and conduct of your research.

The participant documents (including recruitment poster, participant information sheet and interview schedule) were shared with the field supervisor for stakeholder feedback, including from fathers who have experienced perinatal loss, with amendments made based on such feedback.

16. What are the plans for dissemination of findings from the research? If you are a student, include here your thesis.

The research will form an empirical paper which will be submitted as part of my thesis for the DClinPsy course. It is intended that the findings from the research are published into a peer reviewed journal. Potential journals that may be targeted for dissemination are OMEGA-Journal of Death and Dying, Death Studies or the Journal of Prenatal & Perinatal Psychology & Health. The findings will also be presented to stakeholders in the project, and any charities that support recruitment. Similarly, any organisations that support the study through social media will be informed of findings through sharing the published study though social media. A summary of the study will also be offered to participants from the study via email.

17. What particular ethical considerations, not previously noted on this application, do you think there are in the proposed study? Are there any matters about which you wish to seek guidance from the FHMREC?
Are there any matters about which you wish to seek guidance from the FASS-LUMS REC?

Since the topic of study is a sensitive one, it may be important to consider a period of time following the stillbirth in which fathers can participate in the study with minimised distress. Having looked at published research on perinatal loss, it seems this amount of time has been indicated as 6 months. There is also research on the psychological impacts of perinatal loss reducing from around 6 months post loss. The field supervisor who has experience in the field of perinatal loss has reviewed the research proposal and agrees that 6 months would be a sensible time since loss to minimise distress. The field supervisor is not aware of a time since loss typically used in perinatal loss research to minimise distress. As such a 6-month time period has been decided on, though I would welcome any further guidance on this.
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Research Protocol

_Fathers’ Relational Experiences of Stillbirth: Pre-natal Attachment, Loss and Continuing Bonds._

Amy Burgess, Lancaster University
Dr Craig Murray, Lancaster University
Dr Anna Clancy, Lancashire Care NHS Foundation Trust

Introduction

Stillbirth is defined in the UK as a baby born after 24 weeks gestation showing no signs of life (Fairbairn, 2018) and occurs in 1 in 250 births (Office for National Statistics, 2019). The definition of stillbirth is a dated one; although medical advancements have allowed babies to survive when born prior to 24 weeks, the legal definition remains the same (Fairbairn, 2018). As such, many perinatal loss charities believe the legal definition should be changed to 20 weeks and have campaigned passionately for this.

There is an abundance of research demonstrating worsened psychological outcomes for mothers following stillbirth. This includes increased anxiety, depression, and PTSD in this population (Campbell-Jackson, & Horsch, 2014; Wall-Wieler, Roos, & Bolton, 2018). However, similar research for fathers is limited.

Quantitative research consistently reports that fathers’ experience less severe psychological outcomes than mothers following stillbirth. That is, fathers’ seem to experience lower levels of anxiety, depression and PTSD post-stillbirth when compared to mothers (Christiansen, 2017; Farren et al, 2018). The research in this area is however limited, with outcome measures administered being more sensitive to displays of distress in women (Burden et al, 2016; Jones, Robb, Murphy, & Davies, 2019). Furthermore, research in this area tends to use gender bias mixed samples with fathers investigated as ‘men whose partner has suffered a perinatal loss’ (Nguyen, Temple-Smith, Bilardi, 2019). Investigation of psychological outcomes for fathers that uses such limited methodology, inhibits reports of fathers’ unique perinatal loss experiences.

Qualitative research indicates that fathers’ do indeed ‘suffer’, with fathers’ reporting their intense emotional experiences of stillbirth (Klier et al., 2002). Further qualitative research
suggested that fathers suppress their own distress to support their partner (Armstrong, 2001). Fathers’ have reported feeling unimportant throughout the pregnancy, during the birth and beyond (Daniels, Arden-Close, & Mayers, 2020). This grief suppression, exclusion from support and lack of recognition as a father can lead to difficult grief experiences (Jones, Robb, Murphy, & Davies, 2019).

Continuing bonds has emerged as a prominent theory in the broader bereavement literature, conceptualizing the continued relationship with the deceased following the loss (Klass, 1993). In perinatal loss specifically, mothers have reported that their baby is represented in symbolic or small objects such as butterflies or hearts (Testoni, Bregoli, Pompele, Maccarini, 2020). Transitional objects, such as teddy bears, are often provided as mementos to patents, and have been shown to support mothers following perinatal loss (LeDuff, Bradshaw, Blake, & Ahern, 2017). This research found that the object filled the physical void upon leaving the hospital, validating the recipient’s identity as a parent. Research explicitly investigating continuing bonds and use of objects in fathers is sparse, though qualitative research on the experiences of stillbirth does indicate fathers’ expressions of continuing bonds. For example, speaking with and about the deceased child post-loss (Bonette & Broom, 2011).

The proposed research would address the gaps and limitations in the literature by aiming to investigate fathers’ experiences of stillbirth and use of transitional objects, from a psychological perspective. This would take a theoretical approach, appraising such experiences through a relational, attachment and continuing bonds lens. The research will consider together the experiences of the fathers’ relationship to the baby in pregnancy, the experience of stillbirth itself and of continued post-loss relationships through use of objects. Since fathers’ report being ‘forgotten’ in pregnancy, birth, and post-loss (Bonette & Broom, 2011; Jones, Robb, Murphy, & Davies, 2019), it is important to understand experiences at each time point and their impact on the continuing relationship with the baby and the grief experience more broadly. The research will be qualitative, allowing fathers’ experiences and meaning making surrounding the stillbirth to be central to findings. This mitigates the methodological flaws of the quantitative studies presented above. The findings from this research will increase understanding of how fathers’ experience and process stillbirth, informing tailored support.

The research will address this aim through investigating the following research questions:

1. How do fathers experience relationships with their baby in pregnancy, stillbirth and following the loss?
2. How do fathers use objects during pregnancy and post-loss and how do these influence relational experiences explored in question 1.
3. How do fathers manage the psychological impact of the stillbirth?

Method

Procedure

To investigate fathers’ experiences of stillbirth, semi-structured interviews will be conducted with a sample of fathers who have experienced such. Interviews will be completed either over the phone or through Microsoft Teams.
Interviews will take place as and when participants are recruited to the study, recruitment will continue until enough interviews have been completed to meet the sample size. Participants will be informed of this through the participant information sheet which will outline that it might not be possible for everyone who expresses interest to take part. Once a participant expresses interest, a telephone call will be conducted to ensure participants meet inclusion/exclusion criteria before sending the demographics survey and participation information documents. The date and time for the interview will then be scheduled.

Prior to the interview, demographic information will be collected through a Qualtrics online survey. Participants will be given a unique participant code to enter into this survey to ensure that the principle researcher can link the survey responses with the corresponding participant. Only the principal researcher and the participant will know this code, allowing the file containing the survey data to remain anonymous. This online survey will also contain the participant information sheet and consent form with subsequent survey questions which will allow participants to consent to take part in the study. The participant information sheet and consent form will outline a procedure by which participant names will be anonymized in the publication of the research. However, given that participants in bereavement research have been found to request the use of their real names in previous research, citing rationale such as wanting to memorialize the deceased or challenge the stigma associated with their experiences (Scarth, 2016), should participants request for their real names to be used, the principal researcher will discuss this with the participant and seek informed consent for their name to be used in the writing of the research. This approach will be taken to respect the wishes of the participant and their rationales for wanting this. It is possible for some participants this will relate to wanting to exert the existence of their child in the world or to work against the stigma bereaved fathers may face. In this way although ethical standards traditionally advocate for full anonymity, in this instance the ethics of anonymising participants who wish to be named comes with challenge. With informed consent, the more ethical decision may be to respect participant wishes and include real names. This will be done with care, only first names will be used and all other identifying information will be omitted.

The interview will explore fathers’ experiences of building relationships with their child through pregnancy, the experience of the loss itself and of continued relationships with the child following the loss. The interview will also explore the use of objects at each of these stages, and their influence on relationship development and continuing bonds post-loss. Interviews will be recorded via teams or a ‘pick up’ device for phone calls. Recordings will immediately be saved to an encrypted USB, and to the university’s secure file store as soon as possible.

Recordings will be transcribed and subsequently analysed using Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (IPA). This approach involves investigation of participants’ lived experiences, with interpretation by both the participant and researcher of such experience (Eatough & Smith, 2017). This analysis will allow for an idiographic exploration of each fathers’ unique experience before bringing together a comparative analysis of the sample overall. As such, the experiences and ‘meaning-making’ of each participant will be explored, with inferences as to common ‘meaning-making’ and experiences amongst them. The use of this approach to analysis will centre the findings of the research on fathers’ experiences and
meaning making, addressing the gaps in the current literature in which fathers’ experiences of continuing bonds have not been explored in a meaningful way.

Where participants have displayed distress during the interview, a follow up phone call will be offered. This will be an opportunity to check on the fathers’ emotional reaction to taking part in the study, with signposting to further support where appropriate.

Participants

Though there is no strict consensus on the recommended sample size for IPA research, it has been suggested that an IPA study sample can range between 2 and 25 (Alase, 2017). For the purposes of this study it is important to determine a sample size that would both be feasible to analyze given time constraints, and be large enough to allow for an in depth understanding of the unique experiences of each participant whilst drawing inferences about commonalities. Therefore, there will be an aim to recruit between 6 and 12 participants to take part in the study.

Participants will be recruited using two methods: through recruiting charities and organisations and online. Two recruiting organisations have been contacted and have agreed to support recruitment. One such organization supports parents who have been bereaved perinatally, through provision of transitional objects. The other is an organisation that supports fathers in the perinatal period. Although this organisation does not work specifically with fathers who are bereaved, given the prevalence of perinatal loss it is likely that the organisation will have contact with fathers who have experienced stillbirth. The recruiting organisations will advertise the study internally with any fathers’ they are in contact with and through advertisements on their online platforms. Further online recruitment will occur through the principal researcher’s professional twitter account, in which connections with perinatal loss charities and organisations will be made to share advertisements for the study as widely as possible.

Since Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (IPA) will be used, it is important to obtain a homogenous sample (Alase, 2017). To address the aims of this study, a sample of fathers who have experienced the use of objects to facilitate continuing bonds post-stillbirth is required. However, since there are existing barriers to fathers’ participation in research (Doyle, Weller, Daniel, Mayfield, & Goldston, 2016), there may be difficulty in recruitment. Widening the criteria for participation at the outset may limit the homogeneity of the sample unnecessarily. As such, recruitment will take a phased approach. In the first phase the inclusion and exclusion criteria will be as follows:

**Inclusion Criteria**

Participants will:

• Identify as male
• Have experienced a stillbirth in the last 10 years (defined as the loss of a baby from 20 weeks onwards in response to calls from the perinatal loss community to change this definition)
• Identify as having used an object to facilitate an ongoing relationship post-stillbirth/to cope with the loss.
• Be aged 18 or older.
**Exclusion Criteria**

Participants will not:

- Have experienced the most recent stillbirth in the 6 months prior to taking part in the study

Should the above phase result in too few participants, criteria will be widened to include practices as well as objects. This inclusion criteria will become ‘Identify as having used either an object or a practice (such as lighting candles) to facilitate an ongoing relationship post-stillbirth/to cope with the loss’.

Previous bereavement research has excluded participants who have experienced the loss less than 6 months ago to manage the potential distress of talking about loss soon after it occurs (Keen, Murray, & Payne, 2013). Furthermore, quantitative research in psychological outcomes for parents following perinatal loss indicate a decline in depressive symptoms over time (Farren et al, 2018). Levels of anxiety also seem to decrease over time, with levels similar to controls by between 6 and 30 months post-loss (Campbell-Jackson, & Horsch, 2014; Farren et al., 2018; Wall-Wieler et al., 2018). Therefore, although it is impossible to ascertain a time by which fathers’ will ‘recover’ from the psychological distress from the stillbirth experience, it is hoped that by 6 months post loss fathers’ will at least feel able to talk about such experiences.

Participants will not be selected based on age, ethnicity or nationality, although this information will be collected in order to report on the demographics of the study sample. No conclusions will be drawn in relation to any of the demographic data, however collection of this allows an appraisal of the representation of diverse groups in the research. This could allow for recommendations for further research to address underrepresentation of particular groups.

**Design**

The study will adopt a qualitative approach to explore the experiences of fathers’ who have experienced stillbirth. Data will be collected through semi-structured interviews conducted via video or telephone calls.

**Materials**

Participants will be given a participation information sheet (either electronically via email or printed through the recruiting organisation). Participants will be asked to read the information sheet before accessing an online survey which will contain a series of statements of consent. Participants will be asked to enter their unique participant code into the survey to allow the principal researcher to link responses with the corresponding participant, whilst maintaining anonymity in data storage. Participants will be asked to confirm their consent to take part in the study by selecting ‘agree’ for each of these statements.

During this online survey participants will be asked to provide some basic demographic information including age and ethnicity.

Participants will be provided with a debrief sheet following completion of the interview. This will include contact information for support organisations and services available to the
participants. This debrief sheet will also include a reminder of the 2-week deadline to withdraw from the study and information and how to do this.

Interviews will follow an interview schedule which will outline the topic areas to explore, with some illustrative questions and prompts for each topic. Illustrative questions are adapted from existing research in perinatal loss using Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (Nuzum, Meaney, & O’Donoghue, 2018) and question styles which help elicit the kinds of information pertinent to an IPA study (Pietkiewicz, & Smith, 2014) Topics that will be covered in each of the interviews are as follows:

- Experience of building relationship in pregnancy
- Experience of stillbirth itself (with exploration of how fathers related to the baby within this)
- Experience of relationship with the baby following the loss (both immediate and long term)
- An exploration of the use of objects at each of the stages outlined above.
- If not explored during discussion of above topics, fathers will be asked about prior experiences of perinatal loss and of any of children they have

Proposed analysis

The principal researcher will transcribe each interview by hand to develop familiarity with the data and prepare this for further analysis. Each transcript will then be analysed through the following steps taken from Pietkiewicz & Smith (2014), in an iterative process:

1. Read transcript and create initial notes /codes
2. Group the codes into emerging themes, appraise relationships between codes and emerging themes
3. Creative interpretative narrative summaries for the themes
4. ‘bracket’ the emerging themes before moving onto next transcript.

Each transcript will be analysed in isolation, with emerging themes ‘bracketed’ before the next transcript is analysed. This reduces potential bias that the researcher may bring from the analyses of one father’s experience to the next.

A second researcher will code one transcript to compare analysis, identifying potential assumptions made by the principal researcher about the data.

One all transcripts are analysed individually, similarities and differences across the transcripts will be appraised and analysed.

Descriptive statistics will be conducted on the demographic information to present the key characteristics of the sample.

Practical issues (costs, logistics)

A research mobile phone will be used as a contact number given to participants to express interest in the study and as a point of contact. Participants will also be given the principal researchers university email address to express interest in the study. Participation information documents will also be sent from this email address.
Interviews will be conducted using the principal researcher’s personal mobile phone with a withheld number. This allows phone calls to be recorded with equipment that has been tested and works with this phone, whilst using the principal researchers unlimited minutes phone contract.

Qualtrics survey software will be used for the collection of data on demographic variables, and the obtaining of consent to take part in the study. Participants will be directed to the survey via a distribution link that they can open in their browser, this will be sent from the principal researchers email address. Participants will first see the participant information sheet and consent form. Participants will be asked to select ‘I agree’ to a series of statements within the survey to consent to take part in the study. Since I will be conducting interviews, the interviewer will also confirm this consent verbally at the beginning of each interview. Identifying information (names, contact details) will not be collected within this survey, as such all data will be anonymous. Responses to this survey will be downloaded from Qualtrics and stored in excel format on the university file store.

Transcripts will be created electronically and stored on the university file store. The transcripts may be printed to aid with analysis. Once a printed transcript has been fully analysed, the transcript will be scanned and stored electronically on the university file store. The physical copy will then be destroyed.

Upon completion of the study, data will be transferred to the research coordinator for the Doctorate in Clinical Psychology at Lancaster University for long term storage. The research coordinator will be responsible for destroying this electronic data after 10 years.

Since interviews may be conducted via Microsoft Teams, and this may not be familiar software to participants, an information sheet on how to use teams and access the video call for the interview will be created. This will be attached to the email invitation to the interview with contact details for participants to get in touch if they have any difficulties accessing teams. Should there be technical difficulties accessing teams, participants will be asked to complete the following steps:

1. Close teams and start again
2. Restart computer and try again

Should neither of these options work, the interviewer will offer the participants either a rearranged interview or the opportunity to complete the interview over the phone instead.

Similarly, should the teams or phone call be interrupted or have bad connection which creates difficulties in communication, the interviewer will first wait for two minutes for the connection to improve before offering either a rearranged interview or to complete the interview over the phone.

Interviews will be recorded either via teams or a pick-up device and the principal researcher’s personal laptop voice recording application. All interview recordings will be transferred to an encrypted USB immediately following the interview and will be uploaded to the university file store as soon as possible.

Since interviews will be conducted remotely, participants will not need to be reimbursed for travel. Participants will not be reimbursed for their time, as such there should be no costs involved in conducting the study. However, should costs incur these will be taken from the
principal researchers continuing professional development budget, funded by the Doctorate in Clinical Psychology course.

**Ethical concerns**

The topic of study is sensitive and could potentially cause distress for fathers’ describing their experiences of a difficult life event. The following distress protocol will allow for the detection and management of distress that may arise during an interview. Since interviews will be conducted remotely, it will be important for the interviewer to be particularly alert to signs of distress (such as long pauses in answering questions, strained voice etc.). Should the interviewer notice distress, the participant will be told to take their time, and reminded that they can stop the interview at any point if things become too upsetting. The interviewer may also deem it appropriate to pause the interview if the participant becomes distressed, giving time for the participant to process the emotion and offering either continuation of the interview, termination or rearrangement of the interview if the participant would prefer. The principal researcher will use their clinical skills to manage distress as appropriate. Should the interview be terminated early or rearranged, participants will be reminded of the support services outlined on the debriefing sheet. The debriefing sheet will be given to participants early if an interview is stopped midway and continued at a later date. All participants will be given the debrief sheet upon completion of the interview regardless of whether distress was shown during the interview.

If a participant displays signs of distress during an interview, they will be offered a follow up call either on the same day or the following day. This will allow the interviewer to check in with the participants distress levels and signpost to further support where necessary.

Participants will be informed during the consent process, that should the interviewer feel concerned about their safety or the safety of others, they will have to break confidentiality to share their concerns with other professionals. The interviewer will also advise the participant to visit their GP if deemed appropriate, with information for out of hours support services also given.

The principal researcher can seek advice from either of the research and field supervisors for situations of distress to discuss options for offering support. These informal discussions can remain anonymous, with participant details only shared where there is risk to self or others (with agreement from the participant in the confidentiality agreement).

Since interviews will be conducted remotely, it is possible that fathers’ will be taking part in the interview from their own homes. Participants will be reminded of this and asked to find a quiet and private space at home to take the call. Participants will be reminded that the interview will involve discussing very personal experiences of stillbirth and that they will be responsible for finding a space to take the interview call that will allow them to talk openly.

The interview will focus on experiences of stillbirth. It is possible that within this, fathers may speak about prior perinatal losses or other children they have who survived. It is however possible, that this information will not arise naturally during the interview. It is important to appraise this information, since it will help to describe the sample in terms of homogeneity. As such, questions to obtain this information will be asked where the topics have not arisen naturally. It is possible that the inclusion of such questions could convey the distressing message often given to bereaved parents of ‘at least you have other children’ or
‘at least you know you can have children’. To mitigate this potential distress, discussions of such topics will be handled sensitively, with a message such as the following:

The experience of stillbirth is a difficult one no matter what your circumstance. Often it is assumed that the experience is ‘easier’ if you have living children or are able to become pregnant again. In reality, everybody experiences difficult events like this in varied ways and where for some this would bring comfort, for others it may do quite the opposite. Nevertheless, for the study to appraise these issues, it is important to have a sense of the broad experiences of the participants in terms of prior perinatal losses, live births and the presence of living children.

**Timescale**

The timescale of the project is as follows:

- **January-March 2021**: Gain ethical approval. Begin recruitment.
- **July-September 2021**: Complete data collection, continue data analysis.
- **October-December 2021**: Complete data analysis. Draft results and discussion.
- **April-August 2022**: Viva, complete thesis corrections.
- **August 2022- February 2023**: Pursue publication of findings.

**References**


Appendix B: Study poster

Are you a father who has experienced stillbirth in the past 10 years?

If so we would really appreciate hearing from you...

I am conducting a study on fathers’ experiences of stillbirth, particularly of building relationships in pregnancy, and how this relationship continues following the loss, through the use of objects (for example: memory box, teddy bears, photographs, clothes etc.).

If you meet the following criteria, I would be grateful if you would take part in the study:

**You must:**
- Identify as male
- Have experienced stillbirth in the past 10 years (for the purposes of this study, stillbirth is defined as loss of a baby from 20 weeks onwards).
- Identify as having used an object (memory box, clothes, teddy bear, photograph etc.) in pregnancy and/or following the loss of your baby
- Be aged 18 or older

**You must not:**
- Have experienced a stillbirth in the previous 6 months.

To express your interest, or receive further information about the study please get in touch

Contact details removed for submission
Appendix C: Participant information sheet

Participant Information Sheet

*Fathers’ Relational Experiences of Stillbirth: Pre-natal Attachment, Loss and Continuing Bonds Through Use of Objects*

My name is Amy Burgess and I am conducting this postgraduate research as a student on the Doctorate in Clinical Psychology programme at Lancaster University, Lancaster, United Kingdom.

**What is the study about?**
The purpose of this study is to investigate fathers’ experiences of stillbirth. In particular, the study will explore the ways that fathers’ build relationships with their baby in pregnancy, and how they might foster continuing relationships with their baby following the loss. I am also interested in the way objects (like the baby’s clothes, photographs or a memory box) are used to facilitate this relationship.

**Why would you like me to take part?**
I am interested in talking to fathers’ who have experienced stillbirth. If you fit with the following criteria for inclusion in the study, then I would be extremely grateful if you could express interest as per instructions below.

**Inclusion Criteria**
You must:

- Identify as male
- Have experienced a stillbirth in the last 10 years (defined as the loss of a baby from 20 weeks onwards in response to calls from the perinatal loss community to change this definition)
- Identify as having used an object to facilitate an ongoing relationship post-stillbirth/cope with the loss.
- Be aged 18 or older.

**Exclusion Criteria**
You must not:

- Have experienced the a stillbirth in the 6 months prior to taking part in the study

**What will I be asked to do if I take part?**
If you decide you would like to take part, you would be asked to attend an interview with myself via video or phone call. The interview will involve questions about your experiences of building a relationship with your baby in pregnancy, your experiences of stillbirth, experiences of a continued relationship with your baby following the loss and questions on your use of particular objects (such as soft toys, baby clothes) throughout this. The length of time to complete the interview may vary from person to person but should take no longer than 90 minutes. The interview will involve discussing very personal experiences of stillbirth. For this reason, it is recommended that you find a quiet, safe space to take the call, in which you can talk openly about your experiences.
Do I have to take part?
No, it is completely up to you whether you decide to take part. If you do decide to take part and change your mind, you can choose to opt out. You can opt out of the study at any point up to and including your interview by emailing me at the address outlined at the end of this information sheet. You may also choose to opt out of the study during the interview by letting me know you would like to do so. If you choose to opt out of the study the data collected up until that point will not be used in the findings. If after completing the interview you wish to withdraw your data from the study, you may do so up to 2 weeks following your interview date by emailing me to request this. You will not be able to withdraw your data following this 2-week post-interview deadline as the data may have already been included in analysis.

Will my data be Identifiable?
Demographic information that you provide through an online survey before taking part in the study will remain anonymous, only the principal researcher will be able to identify this data as yours through a unique participant code and the presentation of this data in the report will remain completely anonymous. The interview will be video, or audio recorded and transcribed. Audio and video recordings will be stored securely until the project has been submitted for publication, at which point these files will be destroyed. The data collected for this study will be stored securely and only the researchers conducting this study will have access to this data:

- The files on the computer will be encrypted (that is no-one other than the researcher will be able to access them) and the computer itself password protected.
- Though you will be unavoidably identifiable in the audio and video recordings (and any identifiable information you share in the interview will appear in recordings) these will be stored securely and privately and will only be accessed by the researchers. Recordings will also be destroyed upon publication of the project. Transcripts of these interviews will not include any identifying information, including your name.
- At the end of the study, electronic files (including transcripts of interviews) will be kept securely for ten years. At the end of this period, they will be destroyed.
- Anonymised direct quotations from your interview may be used in the reports or publications from the study, so your name will not be attached to them. All reasonable steps will be taken to protect the anonymity of the participants involved in this project.

There are some limits to confidentiality: if what is said in the interview makes me think that you, or someone else, is at significant risk of harm, I will have to break confidentiality and speak to a member of staff about this. If possible, I will tell you if I need to do this.

What will happen to the results?
The data from your interview will be pooled with data from other participants, analysed and written up in a paper as part of my doctoral thesis. The results may also be written up to be published in an academic or professional journal, and for written or verbal presentation to organisations involved in supporting fathers in the perinatal period and/or following perinatal loss. A summary of the results from this study will be made available to participants on request, following completion of the study. It is expected that summaries will be available from August 2022. If you would like a summary of the results, please contact me by email;

Contact details removed for submission
Are there any risks?
There are no risks anticipated with participating in this study. However, if you experience any distress during the interview you may wish to take a break or stop the interview early. At this point we can either rearrange the interview for another day, or you will have the option to withdraw from the study if you would like to. I will also offer follow up calls in the days after an interview to check how you are feeling. If you experience any distress following participation you are encouraged to inform the researcher and/or contact the resources provided below:

- If you feel you need support, please contact your GP who will be able to help further and signpost you to appropriate services if necessary.
- SANDS (Stillbirth and Neonatal Death Charity) provide a range of support for parents who have experienced the loss of a baby. https://www.sands.org.uk/support-you/how-we-offer-support
- Aching Arms are a charity supporting parents who have experienced perinatal loss and can arrange support from a trained ‘befriender’. Please get in touch with support@achingarms.co.uk if you would like to seek support.
- The International Stillbirth Alliance has a webpage with useful resources of support for parents who have experiences stillbirth, on the following webpage https://www.stillbirthalliance.org/parents/
- Mind (mental health charity) offer information and support for anybody experiencing mental health difficulties https://www.mind.org.uk/

Are there any benefits to taking part?
We hope that you will find the interview interesting, and might find benefit from talking about your experiences, which will hopefully lead to a better understanding of fathers’ experiences of stillbirth, informing support. However, there are no direct benefits in taking part in the study.

Who has reviewed the project?
This study has been reviewed and approved by the Faculty of Health and Medicine Research Ethics Committee at Lancaster University.

How do I take part in the study?
Please ensure that you take adequate time to read this information sheet and consider your participation before expressing your interest in taking part. Should you wish to take part in the study, please contact the principal researcher, by email: Contact details removed for submission. The principal researcher will arrange an initial phone call with you to confirm that you meet criteria for taking part in the study. Following this you will receive a link to an online demographics and consent survey. The researcher will also organise with you a date and time for your interview. Should the interview take place over Microsoft Teams you will be sent a guide on how to use this platform.

If I express interest, am I guaranteed to take part?
This study will involve only a small sample of fathers. Therefore, unfortunately it might be that not everyone who expresses interest will be able to take part. If you express interest at a time when it is not possible to take part, I will keep your name on a waiting list and contact you to take part should any participants withdraw from the study.

Where can I obtain further information about the study if I need it?
If you have any questions about the study, please contact the main researcher:
Contact details removed for submission

Alternatively, you can contact:

Contact details removed for submission

Complaints
If you wish to make a complaint or raise concerns about any aspect of this study and do not want to speak to the researcher, you can contact:

Contact details removed for submission

If you wish to speak to someone outside of the Clinical Psychology Doctorate Programme, you may also contact:

Contact details removed for submission

Thank you for taking the time to read this information sheet.
Appendix D: Consent form

Please enter the unique participant code emailed to you by the principal researcher (*if you have not received this code, please get in touch with the principal researcher by email, a.burgess5@lancaster.ac.uk*)

experiences of stillbirth. In particular we would like to explore the relationships fathers’ build with their baby in pregnancy, experiences of the stillbirth and the facilitation of relationships with the baby post-loss. We are also interested in the use of objects (soft toys, photographs, clothes) throughout this process.

Before you consent to participating in the study we ask that you carefully read the participant information sheet that has been emailed to you. Once you have read this, please read each consent statement below and select ‘agree’ to confirm your agreement with the statement.

If you have any questions or queries before completing this consent form, please contact the principal researcher, Amy Burgess, by email: a.burgess5@lancaster.ac.uk.

I confirm that I have read the information sheet and fully understand what is expected of me within this study.

Agree

Disagree
I confirm that I have had the opportunity to ask any questions and to have them answered.

Agree

Disagree

I understand that my interview will be audio recorded and then made into an anonymised written transcript.

Agree

Disagree

I understand that information from my interview will be pooled with other participants' responses, anonymised and may be published; all reasonable steps will be taken to protect the anonymity of the participants involved in this project.

Agree

Disagree

I consent to information and quotations from my interview being used, in an anonymised form, in reports, conferences and training events.

Agree

Disagree

I understand that the researcher will discuss data with their supervisor as needed.

Agree

Disagree
I understand that any information I give will remain confidential and anonymous unless it is thought that there is a risk of harm to myself or others, in which case the principal investigator may need to share this information with their research supervisor.

Agree

Disagree

I consent to Lancaster University keeping written transcriptions of the interview for 10 years after the study has been completed.

Agree

Disagree

I consent to take part in the above study

Agree

Disagree
Appendix E: Demographic Survey

Thank you for consenting to take part in the study.

The following questions are intended to gather demographic information about the fathers participating in the study. The purpose of collecting such information is to report on the demographic 'make-up' of the fathers interviewed for the project. The research will not infer any differences in experience based on any of the information you give below, but reporting this information may help future researchers to target investigations at particular groups if this research is lacking. You are free to answer 'prefer not to say' for any of these questions, this will not affect your participation in the project in any way, all data collected through this survey will remain anonymous.

Please select the age group you fall into...

- 18-25
- 26-35
- 36-45
- 46-55
- 55+
- prefer not to say
Which ethnic group do you identify with? *Please chose one option that best describes your ethnic group and background. It is possible that none of the following options describe how you identify your ethnicity, if this is the case please select 'other' in the group which best describes you, or 'other, I would like to describe my ethnicity', please then describe this in question 22.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>White British</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Traveller</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White American</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White other, please describe in question 22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black African</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black Caribbean</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black other, please describe in question 22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakistani</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bangladeshi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnicity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian other, please describe in question 22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White and Black Caribbean</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White and Black African</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White and Asian</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black Asian</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed other, please describe in question 22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I would like to describe my ethnicity (please do this in question 22).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If the boxes above do not capture your chosen ethnicity, please insert your own description:

Thank you for completing this survey and for volunteering to take part in the study.

You should have received a phone call from the principal researcher to schedule a date and time for your interview. If you have not yet received this or have any questions about the interview or this survey, please contact the principal researcher, by email: a.burgess5@lancaster.ac.uk.
Appendix F: Debrief Information Sheet

Debrief Information Sheet

Fathers’ Relational Experiences of Stillbirth: Pre-natal Attachment, Loss and Continuing Bonds Through Use of Objects

Firstly, I want to take the time to thank you for taking part in the study and completing an interview about your experiences of stillbirth. The study aimed to investigate the ways fathers’ experience building relationships with their baby in pregnancy, and how these continue following the loss. The study also looked at the ways in which fathers manage the emotional impact of stillbirth.

The data from your interview will be pooled with data from the other participants who took part. The data will be analysed to bring together themes of experience across a group of fathers’ who have experienced stillbirth. It is hoped that findings can be used to inform the support offered to fathers with similar experiences.

The topics we discussed in the interview are sensitive and could have been distressing for you to talk about. You may have experienced emotional distress during the interview, it is also possible that you could experience emotional distress in the time following the interview. The interviewer should have asked you how you were feeling at the end of your interview and offered a follow up phone call to check in with you if this felt helpful. The following services are available to you should you wish to seek any further support:

- SANDS (Stillbirth and Neonatal Death Charity).
  Website: https://www.sands.org.uk/?gclid=EAIaIQobChMI7dPUofvy6wIVWuJ3Ch3mHAe0EAYASAAEgIvIvD_BwE
  Helpline: 0808 164 3332

- Mind (mental health charity)
  Website: https://www.mind.org.uk/
  Infoline: 0300 123 3393

- If you are worried about your emotional wellbeing and would like support for this, you can always book an appointment with your GP to discuss this. Your GP can refer you to a range of services for support with your mental health.
• If you are worried about keeping yourself safe, please seek support urgently by attending your nearest accident and emergency service.

You have the right to withdraw your data from the study, without giving any reason. Since your data will be pooled with other participants and analysed, you have 2 weeks from the date of your interview in which to request this. If you would like to withdraw your data from the study, please contact the research team with the contact details below.

You will be able to request a summary of the findings from the study as soon as they are available. It is estimated this will be available from August 2022. To request a summary, or to ask any further questions about the study, please contact:

Contact details removed for submission